



Distinguished participant In the
founding of the Republic as signer
of the Declaration of Independence
and Articles of Confederation, and
prominent In this State as Chief
Justice of two courts and first
holder of the title of Governor. An
Innovator in medicine, he practiced













REPRESENTATIVE TO GENERAL COURT
Leonard F. Sanborn
TOWN CLERK
Bettie C. Ouellette Term Expires 1978
SELECTMEN
Michael R. Priore Term Expires 1977
Charles F. Hannagan Term Expires 1978
Billy L. Gates Term Expires 1979
SUPERVISORS OF CHECK LIST
Renwick G. Clements Term Expires 1978
Lawrence B. Cheney Term Expires 1980
Alden E. Nason, Sr. Term Expires 1982
TREASURER
Olive Moriarty Term Expires 1977
TAX COLLECTOR
Bettie C. Ouellette Term Expires 1979
ROAD AGENT
Roger E. Nason, Sr. Term Expires 1977
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Rodney M. Wilson (Chairman) Term Expires 1977
David F. Dutton Term Expires 1978
Leonard F. Sanborn Term Expires 1979
AUDITORS
John Reinfuss Term Expires 1977
Rosemarie Carine (resigned)
Robert Vincent (appointed) Term Expires 1977
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Carolyn R. Christie Term Expires 1977
Brenda T. Gould Term Expires 1978




Neil R. Parker, Sr., Chief Term Expires 1977
Harry E. Clarke, Sr. Term Expires 1977
Wayne E. Martin Term Expires 1977
CONSTABLE
Frank Kervin Term Expires 1977
FIRE WARDS
Ralph R. Bake
























Eileen Nash, Secretary 1977
Daniel Burbank 1978
James Jackson, Chairman 1979
















J. Edward Stevens, Chairman
Lawrence B. Cheney Theodore S. Magnusson
HISTORICAL MUSEUM COMMITTEE
Gertrude E. B. Wilson 1977
Alfred Carbone 1977
S. Elaine Cheney 1978
J. Edward Stevens 1978
Warren G. Bakie 1979
HISTORICAL RECORDING COMMITTEE
David Mayhew 1977





Lynn Merrill, Chairman 1977
Donald White, Jr. (resigned)
Natalie Keeley 1978
Gertrude Semple 1979










John Cunningham, Chairman 1977
Nancy T. Rent 1977
David S. Gould 1978
Merlene Hemeon 1978
Daniel Burbank Planning Board
Billy L. Gates Selectmen
REPRESENTATIVES TO THE EXETER AREA
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
Pamela Bakie, R.N. (resigned) Natalie Vincent, R.N.
Phyllis Streeter, R.N. (appointed)
BICENTENNIAL COMMITTEE
Chades W. Eastman, Jr. (resigned) S. Elaine Cheney
Carol Misenheimer (appointed) Donald Champion




Public Utilities - Electric 1,538,523.00
Boats & Launches (37) 25,870.00
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE
EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED $46,061,898.15
Blind Exemptions (2) -5,000.00
Elderly Exemptions (46) -224,167.00
NET VALUATION ON WHICH
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $45,832,731.15
Statement of Appropriations & Taxes Assessed 1976
Town Officers' Salaries $13,950.00
Town Officers' Expenses 11,500.00
Election & Registration Expenses 1,600.00
Town Hall & Other Town Buildings 8,500.00
Group Insurance 1,500.00
Employees' Retirement & Social Security 2,000.00
Historic District Commission 200.00
Police Department 27,320.00





Planning & Zoning 1,000.00
Board of Adjustment 250.00





Town Dump & Garbage Collection 33,025.00
Town Maintenance - Summer & Winter 56,000.00
Street Lighting 6,400.00
General Expenses of Highway Department 6,500.00
Town Road Aid 596.00
Libraries 15,000.00
Town Poor 8,000.00




Parks & Playgrounds 450.00
Cemeteries 2,800.00
Payment of Debt - Principal 4,166.00
Interest 1,000.00
Interest on Temporary Loans 17,000.00
SPECIAL - Garage Heating System 1,600.00
Mower Attachment 1,000.00
Hose 1,800.00
Cap. Reserve for Ambulance 3,000.00
Dam Bound Markers 500.00
Revenue Sharing (Reass. Bldgs.) 30,000.00
Kitchen Equip. 1,700.00
Radar 1,900.00
Dog Officer & Related Equip. 2,000.00
New Police Officer 9,500.00
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $322,107.00
LESS:
ESTIMATED REVENUES AND CREDITS 1976
Interest & Dividends Tax $17,251.61
Ambulance Fees 3,000.00
Police Reports 212.00
Savings Bank Tax 3,228.26
Meals and Rooms Tax 25,240.43
Mowing Grass 70.50
Reimbursement a/c State Lands 45.50
Reimbursement a/c Gas Tax 1,070.28
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 2,109.91
Interest Received on Taxes 4,500.00
Interest Received on Deposits 8,924.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 300.00
Manpower SS & Work. Compensation 1,175.00
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Dog Licenses 2,122.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 67,000.00
OAA Recovery 199.64
Rent of Town Property and Equipment 1,200.00
Town Dump 15,000.00
Sale of Town Property 1,110.00
Planning Board 160.00
Board of Adjustment 70.00
Recreation Comm. 1,965.00




Revenue Sharing (Contra) 30,000.00
Dog Account 250.00
Highway Safety Grant-Radar 950.00
Highway Subsidy $15,171.92
Sale of Maps, copies, books, etc. 300.00
Fed. Gas Tax Reimbursement 450.80
TOTAL REVENUES & CREDITS $284,025.95
NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS 38,081.05
Net School Appropriations 1,222,132.19
County Tax Assessment 48,668.62
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL & COUNTY $1,308.88L86
Deduct: Total Bus. Profits Tax Reimbursement -18,576.00
Add: War Service Tax Credits 20,750.00
Add Overlay 18,093.34
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE RAISED $1,329,149,20
PROPERTY TAXES TO BE COMMII I ED
TO COLLECTOR
Gross Property Taxes $1,329,149.20
Less: War Service Tax Credits -20,750.00
TOTAL TAX COMMITMENT $1,308,399.20
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For the Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1976
ASSETS
Cash
In Hand of Treasurer $403,595.89*
Unredeemed Taxes:
Levy of 1975 $23,294.88
Levy of 1974 8,072.67




including Res. Taxes 260,337.67
Levy of 1975,
including Res. Taxes 2,488.85
Levy of 1974,
including Resident Taxes 729.50
Levy of 1973,
including Res. Taxes 70.00
TOTAL $263,626.02
TOTAL ASSETS - GRAND TOTAL $698,597.54
Net Surplus, Dec. 31, 1975 98,956.73
Net Surplus, Dec. 31, 1976 76,308.10
Decrease of Surplus $22,648.63
LIABILITIES
Accounts owed by Town:
Treasurer, State of N.H. - S.S. 1,113.32
Treasurer, State ofN.H.-Bond& Debt. Ret. 445.75
Revenue Sharing - Assessing 3,880.00
Revenue Sharing Account 33,570.12
Special Acct. - Ambulance Fund 1,826.11
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Fire Dept. - Contract - Tanker Pump 1,299.00
Bi-Centennial - Two contracts 625.00
School District Tax Payable 575,965.19
Road Bonds:
Torromeo (inc. interest to date) 349.50
Colonial Homes Realty Trust 3,113.28
Yield Tax Bonds:
Brown, E. 75.00
Bond& Debt Retirement Tax Due 27.17
TOTAL LIABILITIES $622,289.44
Current Surplus (Excess of
Assets over Liabilities) 76,308.10
GRAND TOTAL $698,597.54
SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Long Term Note Outstanding, as of
December 31, 1976 $12,498.00
*Checking Account $356,976.88
Rev. Sharing Account 6,330.12
Rev. Sharing Cert, of Deposit 35,000.00
Road Bonds 3,462.78
Special Acct. - Ambulance Fund 1,826.11
Grand Total of Cash $403,595.89
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SUMMARY OF REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
Amount on hand 1-1-76 $33,625.32
Checks Rec. from Government 33,353.00
Interest on Cert, of Deposits 1,935.80
TOTAL $68,914.12
SPENT: John E. O'Donnell & Associates
- Tax Map $ 3,700.00
The Kingstonian
Ads - Rev. Sharing 30.00
Haverhill Gazette
Ads - Rev. Sharing 84.00
Patten Appraisal Assoc. 23,770.00
$27,584.00
AMOUNT ON HAND 12-31-76 $41,330.12
($35,000.00 Certificate of Deposit)
($ 6,330.12 in Checking Account)
NOTE: There is one contract pending to be spent out of the
above balance, namely: Patten Appraisal Associates $3,880.00
NET BALANCE REMAINING
TO BE APPROPRIATED FOR 1977 $37,450.12
1976 Receipts 10,247.00
TOTAL AVAILABLE $47,697. 12
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DETAILED SUMMARY OF
FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING ACCOUNT
1976
Jan. 1 Cash on hand
in checking acount $13,625.32
Jan 2 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 20,274.24
Jan. 5 Rec. Fm. U.S. Govm't. 7,735.00
Jan. 14 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 35,000.00
Apr. 7 Rec. Fm. U.S. Govm't. 7,735.00
Apr. 16 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 35,474.65
Apr. 21 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 40,000.00
June 23 John E. O'Donnell & Assoc.-Tax Map 3,700.00
July 6 Rec. Frm. U.S. Govm't. 7,735.00
July 7 The Kingstonian - Ad 30.00
July 21 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 40,542.47
July 28 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 40,000.00
Aug. 4 Patten Appraisals Assoc.
-Reassessment 4,000.00
Sept. 1 The Haverhill Gazette - Ad 84.00
Sept. 1 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dept. 40,172.22
Sept. 1 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
Sept. 1 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dept. 10,000.00
Sept. 1 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 10,044.44
Sept. 2 Rec. Frm. U.S. Govm't. 10,148.00
Sept. 30 Patten Appraisals Assoc.
-Reassessment 5,830.00
Oct. 13 Patten Appraisals Assoc.
-Reassessment 8,420.00
Nov. 1 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 30,250.00
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Nov. 3 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 40,000.00
Dec. 8 Patten Appraisals Assoc.
-Reassessment 5,520.00
Dec. 8 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 35,000.00
Dec. 11 Plaistow Bk. & Trust Co.
-Cert, of Dep. 40,177.78
. TOTALS 263,914.12257,584.00
NET BALANCE ON HAND
IN CHECKING ACCOUNT 6,330.12
CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT
ON HAND 35,000.00
We have examined and audited the Federal Revenue
Sharring Account for 1976 and find it property vouched and
cast on Jan. 28, 1977.
(Signed) John J. Reinfuss
Robert L. Vincent
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION:
Town Hall - Land & Bldg. U-10-39 $120,050.00
Furniture & Equipment 8,500.00
Museum - Bldg. 12,900.00
Furniture & Equipment 5,000.00
Grace C. Daley - Land & Bldg. U-10-38 33,550.00
Library - Land & Bldg. U-10-31 68,200.00
Furniture & Equipment 27,000.00
Police Dept. - Cruiser 1,000.00
Equipment 9,500.00
Furniture 1,500.00
Fire Dept. - Land & Bldgs. U-11-13 177,450.00
Land & Bldgs. R-8-34 18,150.00
Equipment 110,000.00




Dulcie's Pt. Rd U-3-73 4,650.00
2nd St. Gr. Pd. Pk U-4-88 2,050.00
2nd St. Gr. Pd. Pk U-4-83 1,050.00
4th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-57 1,100.00
4th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-56 800.00
4th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-51 950.00
5th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-43 1,300.00
5th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-44 1,050.00
5th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-40 1,050.00
6th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-174 800.00
6th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-32 1,050.00
6th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U4-30 1,050.00
7th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-27 1,650.00
7th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-23 800.00
8th St. Gr. Pd. Pk. U-4-14 1,250.00
Dam Site Main St. U-6-1 6,100.00
Grape Island U-6-2 6,150.00
Plains U-8-21 U-9-69, 70, 71
U-10-43
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Bartlett St. U-9-35 2,750.00
Depot Rd. U-9-28 950.00
Main St. U-10-22 150.00
Main St. U-10-23 950.00
Church St. U-10-14 3,600.00
Off Hunt Rd. R-1-11 2,650.00
Off Hunt Rd. R-1-12 2,650.00
Off Hunt Rd. R-M3 2,950.00
Off Dorre Rd. R-2-6 3,200.00
Dorre Rd. R-2-9 4,300.00
Dorre Rd. R-2-12 5,800.00
OxRd. R-4-22 350.00
Dorre Rd. R-5-6 9,800.00
Off Hunt Rd. R-6-11 2,800.00
Off Hunt Rd. R-6-12 13,400.00
Frye Rd. R-7-1 11,350.00
Off West Shore Pk.Rd. R-9-26 2,650.00
New Boston Rd. R-15-1 400.00
Off Railroad R-17-17 1,900.00
Railroad Property R-17-12 15,750.00
Along PowWow River R-18-11 550.00
Along PowWow River R-18-12 550.00
Rt. 125 By-Pass R-26-7 3,900.00
Rt. 125 By-Pass R-26-35 4,100.00
Off PowWow River Rd. R-27-28, 33, 34
35, 42, 43, 44 3,050.00
Depot Road R-28-2 8,000.00
No. Danville Rd. R-31-5 3,950.00
Church St. (Skating Pond) R-34-5 3,400.00
Little River Road R-39-38 800.00
Off Little River Rd. R-40-10 3,750.00
Off Little Riv.Rd., West R-40-23 2,400.00
Town Dump R-40-4 8,250.00
Little River Rd. (Durgin Home
Sites) R-40 2,000.00
OffThorneRd. (Town Forest) R-42-6 6,800.00
TOTAL $869,350.00
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TOWN OF KINGSTON, N.H.
MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING - March 2, 1976
Art. 1 - The Annual Town Meeting was called to order at
10 A.M. by the Moderator, Richard L. Russman, for the
balloting for Town Officers, Officers of the Sanborn Regional
School District, as well as balloting on Articles 24, 36, 37, and
38. It was voted that the meeting be adjourned after the close of
the counting of ballots until 7 P.M. March 3, 1976, at the
Swasey Gymnasium.
The Town Clerk broke the seal on all boxes of ballots. The
Moderator inspected the Voting Booths and checked the
Ballot Boxes. The Assistant Moderator was Leonard F. San-
born, Ballot Clerks were Mrs. Esther Greenwood, Mrs. Ellen
Durling, Mrs. Mae Federhen, Donald Day, and Irene White.
The Police Officer was Harold H. Jillson, Extra counters at
night were: Bernard Robie, David Conant, Judith Smith,
George Harmon.
While counting and verifying the ballots to get ready for
the first voter to enter the polls, a petition was presented to the
Town Moderator by Moses E. Tucker, signed by him and 10
others. The petition follows.
PETITION TO TOWN MODERATOR FOR A SECRET
BALLOTON ARTICLES OFTOWNWARRANTPURSUANT
TO RSA 40:4-a
"NOW COME five (5) or more voters of the Town of
Kingston and request in writing, prior to a vote by voice vote or
discussion vote, that the vote be taken by secret written ballot
on the following Articles in the Town Warrant:"
1. Article 6 10. Article 15
2. Article 7 11. Article 16
3. Article 8 12. Article 17
4. Article 9 13. Article 18
5. Article 10 14. Article 19
6. Article 11 15. Article 20
7. Article 12 16. Article 21
8. Article 13 17. Article 22
9. Article 14 18. Article 23
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19. Article 24 23. Article 28
20. Article 25 24. Article 29
21. Article 26 25. Article 30
22. Article 27 26. Article 31
The following results of the ballot were announced by the
Moderator:
Total number on check list 1960. Total votes cast 843.
Selectman for 3 years: Jack K. Braley 134
John W. Flanders 195
Billy L Gates 269*
Alice P. Meehan 229
William Rent 1
* Elected
PETITION TO TOWN MODERATOR FOR A SECRET
BALLOTON ARTICLES OFTOWN WARRANT PURSUANT
TO RSA 40:4-a
NOW COME five (5) or more voters of the Town of
Kingston and request in writing, prior to a vote by voice vote or
discussion vote, that the vote be taken by secret written ballot





























for 3 years: Bettie C. Ouellette 796*
Treasurer for 1 year: Olive Moriarty 460*
Gertrude W. Semple 344
Road Agent for 1 year: Allen P. George 116
Wayne E. Kinney 70
Roger E. Nason, Sr. 574*
John H. Senter, Jr. 71
Chief of Police











1 year: Norman Martin Bower 328
Harry E. Clarke, Jr. 443*
Charles E. Larrabee 54
Wayne E. Martin 391*
Nancy A. Martino 72
Glenn P. Miller 274
Constable for 1 year: Dorothea M. Cleary 178
Frank Kervin, Sr. 256*
George A. Korn 126
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Peter A. Southwick 151
Norman E. Weldy, Jr. 63
Harry Clarke 1
Auditors: John J. Reinfuss 672*






















Trustee of Trust Funds




Fireward for 3 years: Gordon J. Bakie 518*
John A. Merrill 269
Alfred E. Numan 1
Library Trustee
for 3 years: Eunice L Clark 754*
All elected officers took the oath of office.
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SANBORN REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICERS:
School Board Member from Kingston for 3 years:
Warren F. Ames 276*
Frederick Bourgelais 272
Henry R.J. Chabot 196
Moderator for 1 year: Richard L. Russman 740*
Article 36: #1 Amend Article III, Section B-4 by deleting Article
III, Section B-4 in its entirety and substituting the following
therefor: Septic tanks, cesspools, privies, drywells, leachfields,
or other sewage disposal areas shall be placed not less than one
hundred (100) feet from any existing water supply, streams,
ponds, marsh or other body of water. No subsurface
wastewater disposal system shall be installed on filled wetland.
Distance to the seasonal high ground water table from the bot-
tom of the seepage trench, bed or pit must be greater than four
(4) feet. Rock formations or other impervious strata shall be at
a depth greater than eight (8) feet below the bottom of the
seepage trench, bed or pit.
YES 518 NO 240
Article 37: #2 Amend Article II, Section C - Every building lot
shall have no more than one single family or one two-family
dwelling thereon. The joining together of two house trailers or
mobile homes for the purpose of having them meet the defini-
tion of a two-family dwelling is prohibited. A two-family mobile
home on a single chasses shall also be prohibited.
YES 535 NO 242
#3 Amend Article IV, Sec. A, by adding Roman Numeral I after
the words Historic District" so that it will read "Historic District
I."
Article 38: Amend Article IV by inserting the following section
to be known as Section B as follows: The Historic District II to
include Alma Avenue, from a line at the center of the road ex-
tending back 300 feet on both sides of said line. Little River
Road, from a line at the center of the road extending back 300
feet on both sides of said line, starting at a line 150 feet
Southwest ofAlma Avenue and running Northeast, stopping at
the East side of the second bridge. Little River Road West, from
a line at the center of the road extending back 300 feet on both
26
sides from said line, starting at Little River Road and running
West for 1350 feet.
Amend the remainder of Article IV by changing the pre-
sent Section B to read "Section C", and the present Section C
to read "Section D."
YES 405 NO 328
Article 24: Are you in favor of establishing a Town Mosquito
Control District?
YES 499 NO 287
The Ballots were wrapped, sealed and locked in vault at
12:14 A.M., March 3, 1976.
March 3, 1976 - Swascy Gymnasium
Meeting was called to order at 7 P.M. by the Moderator,
Richard L. Russman, who welcomed everyone to the Town
Meeting in this Bi-Centennial year. Prayer was offered by Rev.
Wendell Irvine, First Congregational Church. The Moderator
introduced the three Selectmen and Town Clerk, and read the
results of yesterday's balloting. The following were appointed
by the Moderator to the Finance Committee: Rosemarie
Carine, Donald Day, John Impey and Leo Prenaveau. He ap-
pointed Bruce Sloan to replace Charles Hannagan who resign-
ed. He thanked those who had served for the past three years
and briefly explained the Finance Committee.
Art. 2 - A motion was made and seconded that $318,-
707.00 be raised and appropriated to defray Town charges for
the ensuing year and make appropriations of the same.
An amendment was made to reduce the figure by 15% to
$270,901.95. When a voice vote was not clear to the
Moderator, a standing vote was taken. Tellers appointed were
Ralph Roberts, David Conant, Judith Smith and Benedetto
Romano. A motion for a YES and NO ballot was ruled out of
order by the Moderator. Results of standing vote on this
amendment were YES 83, NO 129, (defeated).
Another amendment was then made that the budget
figure be "increased $400.00 for street lighting for school blink-
ing lights." This amendment was passed in a voice vote.
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A new amendment was made to make the budget $286,-
928, but this was defeated on a voice vote.
Returning to the main motion as amended, the budget of
$319,107 was passed on a voice vote.
Art. 3 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen andTown
Treasurer to borrow such sums of money in anticipation of the
collection of taxes for the current year and to issue in the name
of the Town negotiable notes, the aforesaid notes to be paid
during the current year from taxes collected during the year.
Art. 4 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$596.00 and the State will contribute $3,973.39 for Class IV& V
Highways under the provisions of T.R.A.
Art. 5 - It was voted, as amended, by voice vote, to ap-
prove the land situated easterly side. Old Route # 125, owned
by George W. and Lillian Wicker, approximately 90 acres, and
the land owned by George W. Wicker and Bernard Wiker,
situated Easterly side. Route #125, approximately 20 acres, for
use as a light industrial park, in accordance with the provision
of the Zoning Ordinance adopted March 7, 1972 and amended
March 4, 1975, Article III, Section D. Pages 6 and 7 of April,
1975 printing. The approval of the light industrial park be con-
tingent upon the Selectmen obtaining a Protective Covenant
Standards Agreement with the industrial developer. The
Protective Covenant Standards of the New Hampshire In-
dustrial Development Authority shall serve as the guide for
such covenant. These covenants may be amended by the
Selectmen to be more restrictive if in the best interests of the
Town of Kingston.
Art. 6 - This was first secret ballot article, as petitioned the
previous day. Special yes and no ballots were printed for these
articles, in different colors and bearing each article number.
The Moderator read and explained the law 40:4a. Many
questions followed, as well as a motion "to do work until 11
P.M. and adjourn to 9 A.M. Saturday morning." This motion
was ruled out of order by the Moderator. It was then voted by
the secret check list ballot to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not to exceed $1600.00 for the purchase of a heating
system for the new Town Garage. YES 201 NO 74. Tellers
appointed to assist the Town Clerk were Ellen Durling, Adele
Russman and Sheila Briggs.
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Art. 7 - It was voted (secret ballot) to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1,000.00 to purchase a mower attach-
ment for the Town Highway Tractor. YES 197 NO 65
Art. 8 - This article regarding $6,000.00 for the construc-
tion of a Salt and Sand Shed at the location of the new Town
Garage was defeated (secret ballot) YES 56 NO 202
Art. 9 -It was voted (secret ballot) to appropriate $30,-
000.00 and authorize the Selectmen to engage the services of
an independent assessing firm for the purpose of reassessing
all buildings in the Town and authorize the withdrawal of this
amount for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund es-
tablished under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972. (Note: The State Board of Taxation
has ordered that all property in Kingston be appraised effective
April 1, 1976. Land has already been done.) YES 169 NO 94
Art. 10 - It was voted (secret ballot) to raise and ap-
propriate $1,800.00 to purchase (5) lengths of 4" hose (500 feet)
with couplings. YES 190 NO 47
Art. 11 - It was voted (secret ballot) to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund for the replacement of the Town ambulance,
rescue wagon and related equipment and to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $3,000.00 for this purpose each year. YES
160 NO 40. The following amendment was not passed. To
see if the Town will raise and appropriate yearly the sum of
$3,000.00 to be deposited in the Fire Department Capital
Reserve Fund.
At 11:10 P.M. it was voted to adjourn until 7 P.M. on
Thursday night, March 4, 1976 at the Swasey Gymnasium.
MINUTES OF CONTINUED TOWN MEETING
At Swasey Gym - March 4, 1976
Meeting was called to order at 7:00 P.M. by the
Moderator.
Art. 12 - The article to raise and appropriate the sum of
$14,430.00 to pay members of the fire department for monthly
drills and fighting fire, and ambulance attendants for respon-
ding to calls was defeated by secret ballot. YES 84 • NO 120
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(The following amendment was also defeated - the amount of
money to be alloted for monthly drills and stand by duty to be
used to purchase insurance for ambulance attendants).
Art. 13 - The article to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500.00 and authorize the Selectmen to amend the Social
Security agreement between the Town and the State of N.H. to
include therein all elected officials who receive more than
$200.00 in compensation during the calendar year. Wherein a
conflict of jurisdiction may occur between the Social Security
system and the Police Retirement Fund, the Selectmen be
further empowered to negotiate an agreement for an amount
not to exceed the minimum required by said system or fund
was defeated by secret ballot. YES 98 NO 107
A motion to take up Article 15 before Article 14 was pass-
ed.
Art. 15 - The article to raise and appropriate the sum of
$600.00 to be returned to the appointed police officers in
proportion to that amount paid by them for missed social
security deductions was defeated by secret ballot. YES
25 NO 177
Art. 14 - The article to raise and appropriate an amount of
money sufficient to pay the retirement contribution to the
retirement system as established in NH RSA Chapter 100-A for
the benefit of the town of Kingston's Police Chief. The amount
of this obligation shall be equal to seven (7%) per cent of the an-
nual earnable compensation paid to the Police Chief; this sum
to be paid by the town of Kingston for the benefit of the Chief
on an annual basis, until he attains the age of retirement, or no
longer holds the office of Chief of Police was defeated by secret
ballot. YES 56 NO 148. A motion was passed to move the
question.
The following two amendments were made and defeated.
First amendment to strike out the words "or no longer holds
the office of Chief of Police" and substitute "65". Second
amendment after annual basis substitute "so long as he holds
the office of Chief of Police." A motion was passed (on second
amendment) to move the question.
Art. 16 - The article to raise and appropriate annually a
sum not to exceed $3,000.00 to provide group hospitalization
plan for all full time town employees was defeated by secret
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ballot. YES 78 NO 127. (Note: Article 16 as passed March 13,
1974, voted to appropriate a sum not to exceed $1,500.00 to
cover the Chief of Police, Road Agent and Assistant Road
Agent.) (An amendment was made and never seconded to
change the amount to $1500.00). A motion was passed to move
the question.
Art. 17 - It was voted as amended by secret ballot to raise
and appropriate the sum of $500.00 for the placing of bound
markers and recording of same at the dam site located on Main
Street and further to authorize the Selectmen to enter into an
agreement with the abutters as to the exact location of said
bounds. YES 138 NO 61. (An amendment was made and
passed as follows: A committee of three concerned citizens to
be picked by the Moderator to act with the Selectmen on this
matter. When a voice vote was uncertain, the Moderator called
for a standing vote and they were YES 116 NO 49. The
following assisted as tellers: Carl Hornig, Benedetto Romano,
Mrs. Ellen Durling, Robert Vincent, and John Durling).
Art. 18 - It was voted by standing vote to lay this article on
the table concerning the elimination of elected police officers
and constables.
Art. 19 - The article to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,935.00 for salary of the Chief of Police to include no less
than 3 weeks paid vacation was defeated by secret ballot. YES
59 NO 148. (An amendment to change the amount to $1,-
435.00 - salary increase and two weeks paid vacation was pass-
ed. However, this was to no avail because the original motion
as amended was defeated).
Art. 20 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$950.00 to use as matching funds with grant from Highway
Safety Agency to purchase a moving Radar Unit. Said amount
to be 50% of cost of unit. Grant has been approved by the
Highway Safety Agency. A motion was passed to move the
question. YES 141 NO 61
Art. 21 - It was voted as amended to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 for dog-officer and control of unrestrained
animals. This includes the cost of kennel, cement pad and tran-
quilizer gun as well as the hourly rate to be paid to the dog of-
ficer. Said dog officer to be appointed by Chief of Police and
Selectmen. The Kennel to be constructed on town property at
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the Kingston Town Dump. YES 136 NO 65. A motion was
passed to move the question.
It was voted to do one more article.
Art. 22 - It was voted to raise and appropriate the sum of
$950.00 as matching funds for a crime commission grant of $8,-
550.00 for the appointment of a full time police officer and to
authorize the appointment of same. YES 117 NO 62
At 11:09 P.M. it was voted to adjourn untilMarch 10, 1976
at the Swasey Gymnasium.
MINUTES OF CONTINUED TOWN MEETING
At Swasey Gym - March 10, 1976
Meeti-g was called to order at 7:00 P.M. by the
Moderator.
Art. 23 - The article to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500.00 for use for the purchase of surplus equipment or as
matching funds for equipment available from Federal, State or
County sources was defeated by secret ballot. YES 56 NO
86.
Art. 24 - Results on written ballot March 2, 1976.
Art. 25 - A motion was made to pass this Article as printed
where upon the following amendment was made and passed.
"To see if the town of Kingston will vote to raise and ap-
propriate (a sum of $2,500.00 to be used to conduct a mosquito
breeding site survey. Said survey to be conducted by two per-
sons trained in mosquito control work. They will identify and
map all major mosquito breeding sites in Kingston: keep
records on all sites surveyed: and give a report in full of their fin-
dings and recommendations to the public by September 15,
1976.)" The Moderator then called for a secret vote on the arti-
cle as amended and it was defeated. YES 68 NO 106
Art. 26 - A motion was made to pass this Article as printed
where upon the following amendment was made and passed.
"To see if the town will vote to appropriate a sum not to exceed
$1,700 and authorize withdrawal of this amount from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund, for the improvements to the
Town Hall kitchen, to include a Warming Cabinet, a three com-
partment sink and such additional items as pans, dishes, and
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silverware in order to provide an adequate facility for preparing
and serving meals in connection with community activities.
Use of the facility and payment to be regulated by the
Selectmen." The Moderator then called for a secret vote on the
article as amended and it was passed. YES 126 NO 57. A mo-
tion was passed to move the question.
Art. 27 - A motion was made to pass thib Article as printed
as follows: "To appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 to repair and
paint the Daley House stable which when completed shall be
used to store articles pertaining to Kingston history," followed
by an amendment to have the money come from the Federal
Revenue Sharing Funds. The amendment was passed on a
voice vote but when the Moderator called for a vote on the
original motion as amended, this article was defeated. YES
75 NO 108
Art. 28 - It was voted as amended by secret ballot to place
under the supervision of the Kingston Conservation Commis-
sion in accordance with RSA 36A:4 to be held and utilized con-
sistent with the purposes of New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated, Chapter 36-A the following Town owned property:
1) Approximately 16 acres along Dorre Road shown as lot 6 of
Map R-5. 2) Approximately 27 acres south of Hunt Road shown
as lots 11 and 12 of map R-6, said land to be turned over con-
tingent upon settlement of boundary disputes. YES 142 NO
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Art. 29 - A motion was made to pass this following article
as printed, "to place under the supervision of the Kingston
Conservation Commission in accordance with RSA 36A:4 to
be held and utilized consistent with the purposes of New
Hampshire Revised Statutes annotated. Chapter 36-A the
following Town owned property: 1) Approximately 13 acres
along Powwow River as shown as lots 8, 11, 12, of map R- 18, 2)
Approximately 11 acres along Depot Road shown as lot 2 of
map R-28, 3)1 Approximately ^/2 acre swamp land on Second
Street Great Pond Park shown as lot 88 of map U-4, 4) Grape
Island shown as lot 2 of map U-6, 5) Approximately 13 acres
along Little River shown as lots 10 and 23 of map R-40. An
amendment was passed to delete item 3. Another amendment
was not passed to delete item 1. The Moderator called for a
vote on the main motion as amended which now read: 1) Ap-
proximately 13 acres along Powwow River as shown as lots 8,
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11, 12 of map R-18, 2) Approximately 11 acres along Depot
Road shown as lot 2 ofmap R-28, 4) Grape Island shown as lot 2
of map U-6, 5) Approximately 13 acres along Little River shown
as lots 10 and 23 ofmap R-40, land be set aside for conservation
purposes upon settlement of boundary dispute. YES 130 NO
58.
The Moderator appointed Jean Fisher - new counter, as
Mrs. Russman was taken ill.
Art. 30 - A motion was made to pass this Article as
printed, whereupon the following amendment was made and
passed by voice vote, "To see if the town will raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $1,900.00 from Federal Revenue Sharing
Funds to install a chain link fence, 5' high around the skating
rink at the corner of Church Street and Chase Street, if the
School District will authorize the School Board to deed the
property to the Town of Kingston." The Moderator called for a
vote on the main motion as amended and the article was
defeated. YES 89 NO 101
Art. 31 - A motion was made to pass this following article
as printed whereupon an amendment was made to add the
word "cash" in front of the word "bond" in Item 6. The voice
vote was uncertain, so the Moderator appointed the following
tellers: Carl Hornig, Jean Fisher, Steven Briggs, and David Co-
nant. The results of the standing vote were: YES 81 NO 59.
The Moderator called for a vote on the main motion as amend-
ed which now read: "To see if the Town will vote to adopt the
provisions of a Gravel Pit Ordinance in accordai.je with NH
R.S.A. 31:60-89, as follows: Removal of fill, gravel, stone or
loam for commercial purposes provided that a permit is
granted by the Selectmen and:
1. Specific plans are established which provide for a slope
of at least four horizontal units to one vertical unit and from
which by showing existing contours and excavated contours
the flow of surface water can be determined so as not to alter
by silt laden drainage the turbidity of existing swamps, ponds,
lakes, streams and water ways.
2. No excavation shall take place closer than 30 feet from
the top of bank to any boundary line and be no closer in depth
than six feet from the highest seasonal water table. The highest
seasonal water table elevation shall be determined, at the
property owner's expense, using acceptable method or
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methods as approved by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service
and approved by the Kingston Conservation Commission.
3. No excavation can be done within 100 feet of any public
body of water, which includes swamp, stream, river, and pond
which may feed or empty into a public body of water.
4. No excavation can be done within 100 feet of an existing
road and a tree line shall be maintained around the perimeter of
the property.
5. All excavated regions must be reclaimed within one
year after the date of gravel pit permit by depositing three in-
ches of loam and seeding area with a perennial seed to produce
a permanent vegetation cover.
6. A cash bond must be posted whose monetary value is
determined by the area to be excavated and the current
market value of loam, seed, and labor to restore the area to be
ecologically self supporting through a permanent vegetation
cover. In addition the bond is to be sufficient in monetary value
to repair any Town road found damaged because of hauling
gravel, loam, rocks, etc. This bond is to be held by the
Treasurer of the Town until reclamation is complete and ap-
proved by the Kingston Board of Selectmen.
7. Operation of a commercial enterprise dealing with
removal of fill, gravel, stone and/or loam shall be by a one year
permit, renewable on an annual basis. YES 145 NO 37
Art. 32 - It was voted to adopt the provisions of an
Alcoholic Beverage Ordinance as adopted in accordance with
N.H. RSA 31:39, as follows: No person shall use or consume
any alcoholic beverages while in or upon the following: (1) Any
public way, park, playground or any way or place to which the
public has a right or access as invitees or licensees, except with
a permit issued by Board of Selectmen. (2) Any private land,
building, structure or place without the consent of the owner or
person in control thereof. Any person upon conviction under
this ordinance shall be fined a sum not exceeding $100.00 for
each offense.
Art. 33 - It was voted to have theTown of Kingston accept
newly paved roads as town roads, namely Toppan Road and
Thayer Road, which have been graded and paved to meet or
exceed the Town requirements set forth by the Selectmen and
Town Engineer of the Town of Kingston.
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Art. 34 - It was voted to have theTown of Kingston accept
a newly paved road, namely, Winslow Park, which has been
graded and paved to meet or exceed the Town requirements
set forth by the Selectmen and Town Engineer of the Town of
Kingston.
Art. 35 - It was voted to give the Selectmen authority to
sell Town land at Great Pond Park to abutting owners at the
price commensurate with type and location of land. Purchaser
of such lots to use same to increase lot size of abutting lots and
so record these lots as not being separate lots. All costs in-
volving surveying, marking, transferring and recording to be
borne by the purchaser. No lot involving access to water rights
shall be sold.
Art. 36, 37, 38 - Results on written ballot March 2, 1976.
Art. 39 - It was voted to authorize the Selectmen to sell
tax deeded property at Public Auction.
Art. 40 - It was voted to accept the Auditors' Report and
the Town Report as printed.
Art. 41 - A motion to take Article 18 off the table was not
passed.
It was voted by voice vote to accept the following article on
the Town Meeting Resolution.
RESOLUTION CONCERNING TOWN FOLICYWITH
REGARD TO WATER QUALITY
WHEREAS, The people of the town of Kingston rely on
adequate supplies of quality waters for
domestic and recreational purposes and
WHEREAS, The continuing health, vitality and economic
well-being of the town and its people depend
upon the maintenance of adequate supplies
of good quality waters,
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE PEOPLE AT
TOWN MEETING ASSEMBLED that the
goals of the Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972, being the elimination of
the discharge of pollutants into surface
waters and the maintenance of water quality
which provides for the protection and
propagation of fish and wildlife and provides
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for public health and recreation in and on the
water, be adopted as worthy goals for the
town to pursue.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the officers and agents
of the town be directed to reflect in their ac-
tions the goals of preventing, reducing and
eliminating water pollution, and that
whenever possible the town shall guide the
development and use of land to restore,
preserve and enhance the quality of waters in
the town.
















Total Number of names on check list 1960
Total Number of Ballots cast 910
Total Republican Ballots Cast 600
Total Republican Absentee Ballots Cast 29
Total Democratic Ballots Cast 275
Total Democratic Absentee Ballots cast 6
VOTE ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS
TO THE CONSTITUTION
Yes No










On September 14, 1976, the N.H. Direct Primary was held
with the polls opening at 10 A.M. and closing at 7 P.M. After the
closing, the ballots were counted and the following results were
obtained: (only winners printed; further details are on file in the
Town Clerk's office).
Republican Ballots cast - 436
Republican Absentee Ballots Cast - 13 Total 449
Democratic Ballots Cast - 128
Democratic Absentee Ballots Cast - 3 Total 131
Grand total of votes cast 580
Republican
Governor - Meldrim Thomson, Jr. 313
Rep. in Congress - John Adams 241
Councilor - Arthur Tufts 194
State Senator - Ward B. Brown 379
Representatives - Leonard F. Sanborn 340
Stephen S. Keir - 278
K. Michael Tavitiaii 246
Annie Mae Schwaner 222
Supervisor of Check List - Alden E. Nason 400
Moderator - Richard L. Russman 386
Delegates to St. Convention - Leonard Sanborn 8
Selma Jackson 10
Democratic
Governor - James A. Connor 50
Rep. in Congress - Norman E. D'Amours 112
Councilor - Austin F. Quinney 74
State Senator - Ellen M. Cressy 98
Representative - Leonard Sanborn 6
Supervisor of Check List - Alden Nason 2
Moderator - Richard Russman 15




Sheriff - George Sampson 361
County Attorney - Carleton Eldredge 377
County Treasurer - Winston H. Lothrop 376
Register of Deeds - Edith E. Holland 400
Register of Probate - Edward J. Howard 390
County Commissioner - Thomas Prentiss 233
County - Democratic
Sheriff - Nicholas A. Pichowicz 100
County Attorney - Laurence J. Gillis 95
County Treasurer - Edward Gonyer 89
Register of Deeds - Elizabeth Legare 94
Register of Probate - Joan T. Ford 87




RESULTS OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
November 2, 1976
Meeting called to order at 10 a.m. by the Moderator and
closed at 7:15 p.m. after which the ballots were counted with
the following results:
QUESTION: Are you in favor of increasing the number of
trustees of the Nichols Memorial Library from three (3) to Six
(6) (Said additional trustees to be elected at the annual Town
Meeting in March, 1977.)
Yes 774 No 672
Bettie C. Ouellette
Town Clerk
RESULTS OF STATE BIENNIAL ELECTION
November 2, 1976
Meeting held at the same time with SpecialTown Meeting.
Closing of Polls extended to 7:15 p.m., because of large
number of voters waiting at usual closing time of 7 p.m. Results










Names on Check List 2056
Total Regular State Ballots Cast 1545
Total Absentee Ballots Cast 100
Grand Total Cast 1645
Straight Republican 227
Straight Democratic 75
Further details on file in the Town Clerk's Office
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Kingston winners were as follows:
President & Vice President - Gerald R. Ford
Robert Dole 850
Governor - Meldrim Thomson, Jr. 1079
Rep. in Congress - Norman E. D'Amours 730
Councilor - Vesta M. Roy 825
State Senator - Ward B. Brown 839
Rep. to the Gen. Court - Leonard F. Sanborn 1153
Annie Mae Schwaner 996
K. Michael Tavitian 985
Robert A. Vlack 927
Super, of Check List - Alden E. Nason, Sr. 1230
Moderator - Richard L. Russman 1225
COUNTY OFFICERS
Sheriff - George Sampson 839
County Attorney - Carleton Eldredge 911
County Treasurer - Winston H. Lothrop 941
Register of Deeds - Edith E. Holland 1046
Register of Probate - Edward J. Howard 952




TOWN CLERK'S REPORT - 1976
Auto Permits $75,502.97
Dog Licenses (1975) 8.00
Dog Licenses (1976) 1,545.00
Filing Fees 25.00
Total Receipts paid to
Town Treasurer $77,080.97
RECEIVED FROM TOWN TREASURER
For Auto Permits $4,633.00
For Dog Licenses 108.20
For Vital Statistics 58.25
For Salary for one year 500.00
Total Received $5,299.45
The books of the Town Clerk were examined and audited
on January 25, 1977, and were found to be properly cast and
vouched.
John Reinfuss and Robert Vincent, Auditors
This has been the busiest year in the history of the Town of
Kingston, as far as the Town Clerk's office is concerned. I again
attended schools regarding the new Staggered Registration
System. Due to the re-registration of all vehicles for August,
September, October, November and December, I wish to
point out that the Town received $24,604.49 additional money
for Motor Vehicle fees. Also, I turned in $146.00 more money
for dog licenses in 1976. (My appreciation to Richard A.
Samoisette, Dog Officer, for his fine cooperation.) All this
represents many, many more hours that I put in to accomplish
all these things for you, the residents in Kingston. I want to
thank Mrs. Susan M. Evans for being my Deputy, and also my
sincere thanks to Mrs. Irene M. White for all her volunteer
hours in behalf of the Town. Many thanks to my entire family





PROPERTY, RESIDENT AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1976
-DR-
Taxcs Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $1,306,852.93
Resident Taxes 22,320.00






Yield Taxes 735.00 1,039.75






National Bank Stock Taxes 79.10
Yield Taxes 3,266.89
Penalties on Resident Taxes 110.00 $1,053,580.41
Discounts Allowed 15,273.33
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes $3,742.26 3,742.26
Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1976:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes $255,817.67




PROPERTY, RESIDENTAND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1975
DR.—
Uncollected Taxes As ofJanuary 1, 1976:
Property Taxes $144,124.06
Resident Taxes 6,306.00
Yield Taxes 142.63 $150,572.69
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes $402.50
Resident Taxes 60.00 462.50
Land Use Change Taxes 350.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Property Taxes 4,798.93
Penalties Collected on Res. Taxes 454.00
TOTAL DEBITS $156,638.12
-CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year




Land Use Change Taxes 350.00
Interest Collected During Year 4,798.93
Penalties on Resident Taxes 454.00 $151,728.46
Discounts allowed 9.72
Abatements Made During Year:
Property Taxes $2,411.09 2,411.09
Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1976:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes $508.75
Resident Taxes 1,860.00




PROPERTY, RESIDENTAND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1974
DR.
Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 1976:
Property Taxes $106.50
Resident Taxes 480.00
Yield Taxes 163.00 $749.50
Penalties Collected on Res. Taxes 2.00
TOTAL DEBITS $751.50
-CR.-
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1976:
Resident Taxes 20.00
Penalties on Resident Taxes 2.00 $22.00
Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1976:
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes $106.50
Resident Taxes 460.00
Yield Taxes 163.00 729.50
TOTAL CREDITS $751.50
LEVY OF 1973
Uncollected Taxes - As of January 1, 1976
Resident Taxes 90.00
Penalties Collected on Res. Taxes 2.00
TOTAL DEBITS $92.00
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1976:
Resident Taxes 20.00
Penalties on Res. Taxes 2.00 $22.00
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UNREDEEMED TAXES AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1976
Residents: 1975 1974 1973
Bakie, John J.
(2 parcels) $ 363.00
Balukas, Robert A. 337.18 i; 420.84
Bennett, Robert Wm. & Joann 779.76 867.47
Branco, Joseph E. &
Linda Jean 392.06 305.97
Brewster, Christine B. 520.06
Brockelbank, Robert C. &
Barbara M. 522.68 584.39
Brusso, Neil T. & Linda Lee 593.20
Bunker, Stanton L.
& Priscilla A. 123.07
Chapman, Roy & Evelyn 720.51
Collins, Vernon H.
& Grace M. 23.75 Int. due
D'Amelio, Phyllis D. 668.77
Desmarais, Norma J. 209.19 122.28
Diamond, Marvin & Ethel L. 1,214.98
Dietz, George V. &
Philomena F. 833.56 962.14





& Adelaide V. 43.20
Higgins, Ronald W.
& Nancy S. 243.02
Jennings, Dana F. &
Florence M. 501.78
Julien, Joseph C. &
Lucille J. 245.76 217.41
Kinnery, Wayne E. &
Jeannie G 1,455.95 1,586.25
Karwczyk, Jennie Int. due
Mathews, Richard J. Heirs
& Florence 743.18 573.80
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Mooers, Joan A. (Paquet) 483.44
Nason, Elden C. & Helen J. 574.93 619.71
Nason, Elden C. & Louise A. 629.78 720.51
Nason, Ernest, Heirs n.68
Nason, Freeman, Heirs 253.08
Nason, Roger E. & Lillian V. 62.89
Pelletier, Herman & Eva 120.36 144.04
Peltier, John R. & Dawn A. 392.06
Proulx, George & Doris E. 889.05
Wason, Jonathan & Donna L. 530.01
Non-residents:
Bowley, Oscar C. Heirs 88.03 70.61
Brown, John S. Heirs 44.58
D'Amelio, Emily 629.78
Desjardins, Albeo 11.68
Desrochers, William 465.22 40.01
Greenwalt, Mary R. 26.32
Hill, Mrs. James T. 133.54
Nugent, John A. 44.58
Senter, Robert C,
Trustee 4,253.95
Thurlow, Rufus E., Heirs 34.93
Turgeon, Shirley &
Raymond 44.58 8.08
Unknown (28 parcels) 2,725.04
$23,294.88 5Total Due ;8,072.67 $8.08
I hereby certify that the above list showing the name and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer as of December 3 1
,
1976, on account of the levy of 1975, 1974 and 1973, is correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
Bettie C. Ouellette
Tax Collector
The books of the Tax Collector were examined and
audited on February 4, 1977, and were found to be properly
cast and vouched.
Robert L. Vincent
& John J. Reinfuss
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TREASURER'S REPORT
The Treasurer charges herself with having received from
all sources:
Derived as follows:
Cash on Hand January 1, 1976 $360,048.77




Tax Collector: Bettie C. Ouellette
1975-76 Property Tax 1,174,191.42
1975-76 Yield Tax 3,296.89
1976 National Bank Stock 79.10
1975-76 Interest 4,791.46
1973-74-75-76 Resident Tax 22,426.00
1973-74-75-76 Resident Tax Penalties 568.00
1973-74-75 Tax Sales Redeemed & Interest 43,571.02
Plaistow Bank & Trust Co.
1976 Loan-Anticipation of Taxes 600,000.00
1976 Certificates of Deposit 520,000.00
1976 Interest on Certificates of Deposits 7,599.16




Mowing Grass at State Park 141.00
Highway Safety Program 1681.25
O.A.A. Recovery-J. Thereau 199.64
Gas Tax Refund 1,070.28
Bond Cost for Food Stamp Program 304.00
Rooms and Meals Tax 25,240.43
Business Profits Tax 18,576.44




Bi-Centennial Committee grant to
Kingston Amer. Revolution 1,000.00
Town Hall Rent 2,695.00
Beano License 110.00
Gun Permits 78.00
Planning Board - Sub Division 160.00







Social Security due town 10.00
Yield Tax-R. E. Sargent 400.00
Timber Tax - Bond posted E. Brown 75.00
Amer. Revolution Bi-Centennial Comm.
Reimbursement to Town 1,000.00
G.S. Hayward - 1938 Diamond T 1,100.00
Damage to town buildings 57.15
Other misc. cash received 218.00
Federal Gas Tax Refund:
W. S. Clark & Sons 436.32
Al's Arco Station 14.48
Use of Dump:
Myron W. Gate 395.00
Charles D. Frost 87.50
Isles Express Rubbish Removal 120.00
Town of East Kingston 4,950.00
Rockingham County Home 270.00
Town of Brentwood 8,250.00
Town of Danville 4,226.04
Junkyard License:
Ora P. George 25.00








Other misc. cash received 217.80
Recreation Commission:
Swimming and Playground Program 1,520.00
Swimming Program Town of Danville 435.00
Swimming Program Town of Atkinson 10.00
Cider sold after Halloween Party 3.00
Rockingham/Strafford Manpower Reimbursement a/c
M.J. Daniels 4,304.39
G. Ramsey & S.F. King 4,325.19
S.F. King & S.M. Evans 7,478.46
Reim. for Youth Employment Program 4,928.87
Trustees of Trust Fund 1,194.82
Ambulance: Special account plus interest 664.03
Colonial Homes Realty Trust: Road Bond 2,200.00
Bi-Centennial Fund Account: account closed 9.66
Total Cash Received $2,955,665.87
Summary of Receipts
Balance on Hand January 1, 1976 360,048.77
Total cash received Jan. 1, 1976 to
Dec. 31, 1976 2,595,617.10
2,955,665.87
Total payments orders drawn by Selectmen (2,595,824.96)
359,840.91
Plaistow Bank & Trust Co.
Checkbook balance Dec. 31, 1976 356,976.88
Special Acct. - Ambulance Fund 664.03
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Special Acct. - Colonial Homes Realty Trust 2,200.00
359,840.91
Special Accounts: Plaistow Bank & Trust Co.
Bi-Centennial Fund Acct:
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1976 9.66
Returned to General Account 9.66
Balance Dec. 31, 1976, account closed .00
Plaistow Bank & Trust Co: Special Accts:
Balance Dec. 31, 1976 H. Torromeo 349.50
Balance Dec. 31, 1976
Colonial Homes Realty Tnjst 913.28
Balance Dec. 31, 1976 Ambulance Fund 1826.11
Town of Kingston
Federal Revenue Sharing Account
Balance on Hand January 1, 1976 13,625.32
Revenue Sharing Entitlements 33,353.00
Certificates of Deposits Matured plus int. 216,935.80
263,914.12
Balance on Hand Jan. 1, 1976 13,625.32
Total Cash Received
Jan. 1, 1976 to Dec. 31, 1976 250,288.80
263,914.12
Total payments orders drawn by Selectmen
Jan. 1, 1976 to Dec. 31, 1976 (257,584.00)
Plaistow Bank & Trust Co., Checkbook balance
Dec. 31, 1976 6,330.12
Certificate of Deposit to mature









From Local Taxes (Collected and Remitted
to Treasurer)
Property — 1976 $1,032,244.42
Resident — 1976 17,880.00
National Bank Stock Taxes — 1976 79.10
Yield Taxes — 1976 3,266.89
TOTAL CURRENT YEAR'S TAXES
COLLECTED AND REMITTED $1,053,470.41
Property Taxes, Previous Year 141,597.00
Land Use Change Tax 350.00
Resident Taxes Previous Year 4,546.00
Interest Rec. on Delinquent Taxes 4,798.93
Yield Taxes Previous 22.53
Penalties — Resident Taxes 568.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 43,571.02
From State:
Highway Subsidy 15,171.92
Interest and Dividends 17,251.61
Savings Bank Tax 3,228.26
Reimb. Gas Tax 1,070.28
Meals and Rooms Tax 25,240.43
Reimb. a/c Bus. Profits Tax 18,576.44
Reimb. a/c Old Age Assist. 199.64
TOTAL FROM STATE 84,606.33
From Federal — Reimb. Gas Tax 450.80
From Local Sources (Except Taxes)
Dog Licenses 1,553.00
Business Lie, Permits & Filing Fees 275.00
Town Dump 15,340.32
Rent of Town Hall 2,695.00
Interest Received on Deposits 7,599.16
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Trust Funds 1,194.82
Motor Vehicle — Permits 75,502.97
TOTAL FROM LOCAL SOURCES,
EXCEPT TAXES 104,160.27
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE RECEIPTS 1,438,141.29
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Temp. Loan in Anticipation
of Taxes during Year 600,000.00





Board ot Adjustment 90.00
Certif. of Deposits Cashed 520,000.00
Sale of Town Property 1,110.00
Tax Maps 309.00
Recreation Commission 1,968.00
Ambulance Fees — General Fund 3,288.67





Sale of Copies, Ordinance, etc. 377.90
Miscellaneous 130.33
TOTAL RECEIPTS OTHER
THAN CURRENT REVENUE 1,157,475.81
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 2,595,617.10
Cash on Hand January 1, 1976
(in Checking Account) 360,048.77





Town Officers' Salaries $13,891.20
Town Officers' Expenses 11,477.17
Election and Registration Exp. 1,698.68
Resident Tax Expense 1,291.80
Town Hall and other Town Bldgs. 7,684.75
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department 28,947.05
Fire Department 14,406.79
Planning and Zoning 752.05
Board of Adjustment 90.61
Insurance 10,868.62
So. Rock. Reg. Plan. Dis. Comm. 2,161.50
Conservation Commission 60.25








Town Road Aid 596.01
Town Maintenance
Summer $30,658.24; Winter $23,707.62 54,365.86
Street Lighting 5,607.68
Gen. Expense of Highway 6,716.63
Library 15,000.00
Public Welfare:













Damages and Legal Expenses 2,694.47
Group Insurance 782.20
Certificates of Deposit 520,000.00
Taxes Bought by Town 46,552.11
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 2,937.55










Paid on Tax Anticipation Note 14,120.71
TOTAL INTEREST PAYMENTS 14,120.71
Principal of Debt:
Payments on Tax Antic. Note 600,000.00
Payments on Long Term Note 4,166.00
TOTAL PRINCIPAL PAYMENTS 604,166.00
Payments to Other Governmental Divisions;
Rockingham County Taxes 48,668.62
TOTAL PAYMENTS 48,668.62
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Payments to Sanborn Reg. School District:
1975 428,994.46
1976 473,706.00
New School Addition 125,120.00
Total School Payments 1,074,558.25
TOTAL PAYMENTS TO OTHER
GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS 1,123,226.87
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES 2,595,824.96
Cash on Hand December 31, 1976
(in Checking Account) 356,976.88
Amount on Hand in Special Account
Ambulance Fund 664.03
Colonial Homes Realty Trust 2,200.00
GRAND TOTAL $2,955,665.87
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS — 1976
From Local Taxes:
Property Taxes — 1976 1,032,244.42
Resident Taxes — 1976 17,880.00
National Bank Stock Taxes — 1976 79.10
Yield Taxes - 1976 3,266.89
TOTAL CURRENT YEAR'S TAXES
COLLECTED AND REMI 1 1 ED 1,053,470.41
Property Taxes — Previous Year 141,597.00
Land Use Change Tax 350.00
Resident Taxes — Previous Year 4,546.00
Interest Rec. on Delinquent Taxes 4,798.93
Yield Taxes — Previous Year 22.53
Penalties — Resident Taxes 568.00
Tax Sales Redeemed 43,571.02
From State:
Highway Subsidy 15,171.92
Interest and Dividends Tax 17,251.61
Savings Bank Tax 3,228.26
Reimbursement — Gas Tax 1,070.28
Meals and Rooms Tax 25,240.43
Reimb. a/c Bus. Profits Tax 18,576.44
Reimb. a/c Old Age Assistance 199.64
Reimb. — Mowing Grass 141.00
Reimb. — Forest Land 45.50
Reimb. — Highway Safety 1,681.25
Grant 2,000.00
TOTAL FROM STATE 84,606.33
From Federal:
Reimb. Gas Tax — W.S. Clark & Sons, Inc. 436.32
Reimb. Gas Tax — Alvin R. Schuman 14.48
TOTAL FROM FEDERAL 450.80
From Loccd Sources Except Taxes:
Dog Licenses 1,553.00
Business Licenses. Permits and Filing Fees:
Blatchford, Richard — Bus. Permit 2.00
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George, Ura — Junkyard Permit 25.00
Hoyt's Auto Parts — Junkyard Permit 25.00





Brentwood, Town of 8,250.00
Gate, Myron W. 395.00
Danville, Town of 1,267.82
East Kingston, Town of 4,950.00
Frost, Charles 87.50
Illes Express 120.00
Rockingham County Home 270.00
TOTAL 15,340.32
Rent of Town Property (Town Hall):
Beers, Sally 25.00
Bishop, Shirley 20.00
Bonser, Stock Car Drive 25.00
Cedar Waters Village 25.00
Chabot, Henry 120.00
Granite State 40.00
Healey, Sherry A. 90.00
Kingston PTA 30.00
Merry Seniors 40.00
National Hearing Aid 5<3.00
Peppard, Roland 25.00
Pilgrim United Church of Christ 50.00
Pop Warner Dolphins 20.00
Ridgewood Association Inc. 30.00
Rockingham County Law Enforcement 20.00
Rockingham Craftsmen 50.00
Seacoast Square Dance 200.00
Simes, Janet 20.00
So. Hampton Cons. Comm. 25.00
Southwick, Ralph E. 20.00
Thompson, William B. 25.00




State of New Hampshire
1977
Al
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
The Polls will be open from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Kingston in the county
of Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote inTown Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
Kingston on Tuesday, the Eighth day ofMarch next at 10 of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year en-
suing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray town charges for the ensuing year and make ap-
propriations of the same.
3. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
and Town Treasurer to borrow such sums of money in an-
ticipation of the collection of taxes for the current year and to
issue in the name of the Town negotiable notes, the aforesaid
notes to be paid during the current year from taxes collected
during the year.
4. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $15,000.00 to
build new offices for the Selectmen and Town Clerk in the
basement of Town Hall and authorize the withdrawal of this
amount for this purpose from Revenue Sharing Fund establish-
ed under the provision of State and Local Assistance Act of
1972.
5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $665.41 and the State will contribute $4,436.09 for Class
IV & V Highways under the provisions of T.R.A.
6. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$1,500.00 to purchase a mower attachment for the Town
Highway Tractor and authorize the withdrawal of this amount
for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provisions of State and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum of money not to exceed $6,500.00 for the purchase of a
new 3/4 ton pick-up truck for the Highway Department with
present truck to be used as a trade-in and to authorize the
withdrawal of this amount for the purpose from the Revenue
Sharing Funds established under the provisions of the State
and Local Assistance Act of 1972.
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8. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,500.00 for use for the purchase of surplus equipment or as
matching funds for equipment available from Federal, State or
County sources and to designate that a portion of these funds
be used to obtain radio xmtrs/rcvrs for the 3 hiqhwav trucks.
9. On petition of Frank R. Fellows and 17 other to see if the
Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$13,150.00 to pay ambulance attendants for responding to am-
bulance calls and fire department members for responding to
fires.
10. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum not to ex-
ceed $1,700.00 (seventeen hundred) for the purpose of install-
ing emergency lighting in both fire stations. State law required
all public buildings to be so equipped.
1 1. To see if the Town will allow the Fire wards to place un-
expended funds from current years appropriations into a
Capital Reserve Fund for the future replacement of fire equip-
ment as needed.
12. On petition of Bruce A. Sloan and ten (10) others, to
see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$23,500.00 (Twenty-three thousand five hundred dollars) to
authorize the purchase of a Modular Ambulance including
chassis, to replace the 1967 International now in service.
13. To see if the Town will vote to set the salary of the
Chief of Police and that of the Road Agent at 10,500.00 per an-
num and to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00 to
supplement the present salaries.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a
sum of money not to exceed $5,500.00 for the purchase of a
new police cruiser and authorize the withdrawal of this amount
for this purpose from the Revenue Sharing Fund established
under the provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of
1972.
15. To see if theTown will raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,962.00 as matching funds for a Crime Commission Grant of
$4,961.00 to continue the full time police officer voted in March
1976. This is a 50% funding.
16. On petition of Neil R. Parker, Sr. and 13 others on
behalf of the Kingston Police Dept. to see if the town will ap-
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prove the use of Federal Revenue Sharing Funds in the amount
of $1,256.00 for the purchase of 2 portable radios.
17. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500 and authorize the Selectmen to amend the Social
Security agreement between the Town and the State of N.H. to
include therein all elected officials who receive more than
$200.00 in compensation during the calendar year. Wherein a
conflict of jurisdiction may occur between the Social Security
system and the Police Retirement Fund, the Selectmen be
further empowered to negotiate an agreement for an amount
not to exceed the minimum required by said system or fund.
18. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate annually a
sum not to exceed $3,000.00 to provide group hospitalization
plan for all full time town employees. (Note: Article 16 as pass-
ed March 13, 1974, voted to appropriate a sum not to exceed
$1,500.00 to cover the Chief of Police, Road Agent and Assis-
tant Road Agent.)
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 for the placing of bound markers and recor-
ding of same at the dam site located on Main Street and further
to authorize the Selectmen to enter into an agreement with the
abutters as to the exact location of said bounds.
20. On petition of Carolyn R. Christie and 10 others to see
if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $635.00
to reimburse, in part, Rockingham Child and Family Services a
private, non-profit organization, for services rendered to 21
families of the Town of Kingston during the 1976 calendar year.
These families used 91 number of units of service with a
resulting deficit of $7 per unit. We therefore request $635.00 to
be used for current operating expenses to enable Rockingham
Child and Family Services to continue providing counseling for
residents of the Town of Kingston whether or not said
residents are able to pay.
2 1
.
On petition of Elaine Cheney and 10 others to see if the
Town will authorize the use of the Daley Barn by the Kingston
Historical Museum Committee as an annex to the present
museum for the storage and display of antique vehicles and
other items. The Museum Committee shall be responsible, on
behalf of the Town, for the use of the building on the same basis
as for the present Museum in the Town's old Fire House, and
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to see if the Town will vote to appropriate a sum not to exceed
$5,000.00 for the purpose of restoring the Daley Barn to usable
condition, said sum to be taken from Revenue Sharing Funds.
22. To see if the Town will give the Selectmen the authority
to appoint a building inspector to check each building and
waste disposal system being constructed or moved into the
Town of Kingston to determine that all existing and newly
adopted ordinances are being followed. And further to set the
following fee schedules for such inspections with said fee being
due and payable prior to the issuance of a building permit by
the Selectmen. A building to be used for residential, storage or
commercial purposes shall pay a fee of .02C per square foot of
floor space with a minimum fee of $5.00 and maximum fees of
$25.00 for residential storage buildings and $50.00 for commer-
cial building. An additional charge of 50% of the fee may be
charged for any construction begun without a permit. And
further that the Selectmen be empowered to use an amount
not exceeding the total fees collected to pay the building in-
spector.
23. On petition of the Trustees of Irust Funds, to see if the
Town will authorize the Trustees to accept from Mrs.
Catherine Clements a triangular piece of land with a length of
132 feet along the eastern boundary of the Plains Cemetery, in
exchange for a cemetery lot in the same cemetery. The added
land is to provide a turnaround for a dead end road in the
cemetery. The change in boundaries to be subject to approval
by the Planning Board and the Historical Society.
24. On petition of David Mayhew and 9 others to see if the
Town will approve the transfer of the remaining money in the
Conservation Commission budget to the Conservation Com-
mission fund as established under RSA 36-a:5.
25. To see if the Town will vote to amend the first sentence
of the Town Dog Ordinance as adopted at the Annual Town
meeting March 13, 1974 to read: Any dog found not to be leash-
ed or restrained shall be seized and held by the Police Dept. in
humane and adequate facilities for a period of ten days at the
cost of $5.00 for the first day or any portion thereof and $3.50
per day for each additional day held.
26. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provision of a
smoke and heat detector ordinance as adopted in accordance
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with RSA 31:39 as follows: That all new houses, mobile homes
and commercial buildings being constructed or moved into the
Town of Kingston be required to install at least two (2) Un-
derwriters Lab. approved smoke and heat detectors.
No certificate of Occupancy will be issued until complied
with.
27. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an ordinance re-
quiring all inground or above ground swimming pools must be
surrounded by a fence of a height five (5) feet or more. The
fence must be of such type construction as to prevent a
youngster from passing through it. When the pool is not in use
a locked gate must also be employed to prevent entrance.
Every person, persons, firm or corporation violating any
of the provisions of this ordinance, upon conviction shall be fin-
ed not more than ten dollars ($10.00) for each day such viola-
tion may exist.
28. To see if the Town will give the Selectmen authority to
sell Town land at Great Pond Park to abutting owners at the
price commensurate with type and location of land. Purchaser
of such lots to use same to increase lot size of abutting lots and
so record these lots as not being separate lots. All costs in-
volving a surveying, marking, transferring and recording to be
borne by the purchaser. No lot involving access to water rights
shall be sold.
29. To see if the Town will vote to accept on behalf of the
children of Kingston, N.H. an eighteen (18) acre tract of land
shown on the tax map as R-20-13. Said land to be named the
ANN C. HANNAGAN MEMORIAL PARK and further to have
limiting restrictions as to its usage written into the deed. All
costs of transferring title to be borne by the donors.
30. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article IV of the
Zoning Ordinance of the Town of Kingston adopted March 7,
1972 and amended March 4, 1975 and March 2, 1976.
Article IV Historic District
A. Purpose and Authority: For the purpose of preserving
the historical and architectural heritage of the Town of
Kingston, two Historic Districts are hereby established in con-
formance with Chapter 31, Sections 89a to 89L inclusive. New
Hampshire Revised Statutes Annotated, 1955, and all subse-
quent amendments thereto. The Selectmen shall appoint an
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Historic District Commission (HDC) with the powers and
duties stated therein. The commission shall establish such
rules as are necessary to accomplish the purpose of this article.
B. Historic District I: This Historic District shall include
the area shown on the zoning map as filed with the town clerk
and described as follows: From Route 125 southerly along
Main Street to the southernmost point of the Kingston Plains.
The Historic District shall include the area on either side of
Main Street and Main Street West to a distance of 350 feet from
the center lines of said streets and adjacent portions of streets
that intersect Main Street and Main Street West. On Church
Street, the District shall go northwest on both sides of the
street to a depth of 350 feet for approximately 1275 feet to the
further boundary of the Sanborn Regional High School proper-
ty. All Sanborn Regional School District property fronting on
Main Street (excepting athletic field on Chase and Church
streets) shall be in the Historic District. The Historic District
shall also include the Kingston Plains Cemetery and properties
on Depot Road adjacent thereto. Properties whose boundaries
lie partially within the District, shall be considered as wholly
within the District.
C. Historic District II: The Historic District II to include
Alma Ave. from a line at the center of the road extending back
150 feet on both sides of said line; Little River Rd., from a line at
the center of the road extending back 300 feet on both sides of
said line, starting at a line 150 feet Southwest of Alma Avenue
and running Northeast, stopping at the East side of the second
bridge; Little River Road West from a line at the center of the
road extending back 300 feet on both sides from said line, star-
ting at Little River Road and running West for 1,350 feet.
D. Mobile homes will not be permitted in the Historic Dis-
tricts.
E. Description and Permitted Uses:
1. Historic District I is an integrated area of mixed uses be-
ing predominately residential with small retail businesses for
convenience shopping. The area also contains a variety of
public buildings serving religious and civic functions, dining
facilities, customary home occupations, traditional home arts
and crafts, gardening, domestic animal raising and service
professions. The area is characterized from its general
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appearance along the Plains as typical of a small New England
village containing many fine examples of colonial architecture
as well as a mix of other architectural types.
In this District the following uses will be permitted in a
manner not inconsistent with the character of the District:
a. Residences
b. Retail stores principally designed to serve shoppers
from the Community. The HDC may approve retail stores of
1500 feet or less. Public hearings must be advertised and held




f. Service offices such as real estate brokers, doctors,
lawyers, or dentists.
g. Churches and church related accessory buildings,
h. Civic buildings and lyceums.
i. Schools and government buildings.
2. Historic District II is a residential area containing some
fine old homes.
a. This area is zoned Rural Residential and uses will be per-
mitted in accordance with the Kingston Zoning Ordinances
and in conformance with Historic District Ordinances.
F. Certificate of Approval: Any person wishing to con-
struct, alter, move, demolish or otherwise change the exterior
appearance of a structure within the Districts or construct a
new structure within the Districts or institute a new use or
enlarge an existing use of land or buildings within the Districts
must file an application, and obtain a certificate of approval
from the Historic District Commission before any other
building permits, otherwise required by the Town are obtained.
Necessary forms and procedure guideline may be obtained
from the clerk at the Town Hall. Nothing in this ordinance shall
be construed to prevent ordinary maintenance and repair of
structures in the Historic District.
G. Procedure: Upon obtaining an application, the appli-
cant should supply the information relative to such application
as may be required by the Historic District proposed to be
done in the Historic District Commission from time to time. No
building permit shall be issued for any work proposed to be
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done in the Historic District until the commission has approved
the application. The commission shall make a decision within
45 days of receipt of application and failure to do so will be
deemed to constitute an approval by the commission. Within
said period, the commission shall:
1. Determine that the application is of no interest to the
purpose of the Historic Districts or that the proposal is har-
monious with the purpose of the Districts and so notify the
applicant or,
2. Determine that the application represents a proposal
that is in conflict with the purposes of the Historic Districts and
schedule a meeting with the applicant.
The Commission shall promptly notify the applicant and
the Selectmen of its decision.
H. Public Hearings: Both the commission and the appli-
cant or each of them shall have the right to call for a public hear-
ing on the proposal. Notice of said hearings shall be posted at
least ten (10) days in advance in a newspaper of general circula-
tion and in at least three (3) public places. Notice to abutting
and adjacent property owners shall be sent by registered mail.
Testimony shall be received from any party desiring to par-
ticipate.
I. Guidelines: In considering appropriateness of an
application, the commission shall consider, among other
things:
1. The effect that the exterior facade of the building will
have when viewed in relation to the surrounding buildings in
the district.
2. The change, if any, in the amount of noise, congestion
and traffic that the proposed building or use will create in the
district.
3. Whether the proposal is of a design, or of materials, or
for a purpose or use inconsistent with and detrimental or in-
jurious to buildings and purposes or uses upon adjoining lands
and whether such proposal is such that it will detract from the
character and quiet dignity of the Kingston Historic District.
J. Denial and Appeal: In such cases as the commission
may deny an application, it shall supply the applicant and the
Board of Adjustment with a letter citing the reasons for such
denial.
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Any person aggrieved by a decision of the commission
may appeal to the Board of Adjustment.
K. Violations: Upon information that the provisions of this
ordinance are being i violated, |the commission must notify the
Board of Selectmen who may seek appropriate relief in a court
of competent jurisdiction.
Said article to be voted by ballot.
31. To see if the Town wishes to exclude from its Social
Security plan services performed by election officials or elec-
tion workers for each calendar quarter in which the remunera-
tion paid for such services is less than $50.00
32. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to sell tax deeded property at Public Auction.
33. To see if the Town will vote to accept the Auditors
Report and the Town Report as printed.
34. To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting.
35. To see if the town will vote to adjourn this town
meeting to 10:00 a.m. Saturday, April 30, 1977 at the Kingston
Town Hall for the sole purpose of voting by ballot on proposed
amendment to Article VI Section B. and Article II Section A of
the ordinance for the protection and direction for the use of
land in the town of Kingston, N.H. - adopted at the annual town
meeting held March 14, 1963 and|as|amended|Marchl6, 1973
land March 2, 1976.
Polls to be open from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
A true copy to Warrant - Attest:
Selectmen of Kingston, N.H.
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TOWN BUDGET
Town of Kingston, N.H.
1977
All





Election & Reg. Expenses
Town Hall
«& Other Town Bldgs.










Damages & Legal Expenses
Civil Defense










Town Maint. — Summer
Winter
Street Lighting

































LIBRARY: 15,000.00 15,000.00 15,000.00
PUBLIC WELFARE:
Old Age Assistance 4,500.00 901.82 3,000.00
Town Poor 8,000.00 7,574.00 9,500.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:
Memorial Day 300.00 234.55 300.00
Bi-Centennial Comm. 1,000.00 339.49 350.00
RECREATION:
Commission 6,720.00 6,481.84 7,350.00
Parks & Playgrounds 450.00 340.01 450.00
PUBLIC SERVICE ENTERPRISES:
Cemeteries 2,800.00 2,316.65 2,800.00
INTEREST: 18,000.00 14,120.71 18,000.00
PAYMENTS ON PRINCIPAL OF DEPT:
Long Term Notes 4,166.00 4,166.00 4,166.00






Town Garage Heating Syst. 1,600.00 1,592.00 0.00
Mower for Town Tractor 1,000.00 0.00 0.00
Fire Dept. Hose 1,800.00 1,785.79 0.00
Capital Reserve Fund (Amb.) 3,000.00 3,000.00 0.00
Bound Markers (Dam Site) 500.00 0.00 0.00
Radar 950.00 949.00 0.00
Kitchen Town Hall 1,700.00 1,344.65 0.00
Police Officer 950.00 950.00 0.00
REVENUE SHARING:
Reassessing 30,000.00 23,770.00 0.00
TOTALS: $362,607.00. $335,012.94 $359,209.00
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Int. & Dividends Tax $ 14,000.00 $ 17,251.61 $ 15,000.00
Savings Bank Tax 1,750.00 3,228.26 2,000.00
Meals & Rooms Tax 19,000.00 25,240.43 20,000.00
Reimbursement
a/c St. & Fed. Land 50.00 45.50 50.00
Reimbursement
a/c Gas Tax 850.00 1,070.28 850.00
Reimbursement
a/c Mowing Grass 50.00 141.00 50.00
Highway Subisdy 15,171.00 15,171.92 15,507.00
OAA 199.64
FROM FEDERAL:
Reimb. a/c Gas Tax 300.00 450.80 300.00
Reimb. a/c SS Manpower 660.00 1,166.39 50.00
Reimb. a/c Work. Comp.,
Manpower 150.00 120.67 50.00
FROM LOCAL SOURCES
EXCEPT TAXES:
Dog Licenses 1,200.00 1,553.00 1,200.00
Bus. Lie, Permits 300.00 275.00 200.00
Rent of Town Hall 1,200.00 2,695.00 1,200.00
Int. Rec. on Taxes 4,500.00 7,730.72 5,000.00
Int. Rec. on Deposits 6,000.00 7,599.16 6,000.00
Reimb. Insurance 700.00
Town Dump 15,000.00 15,340.32 15,000.00
Motor Vehicle Fees 50,000.00 75,502.97 50,000.00
Planning Board 400.00 160.00 200.00
Board of Adjustment 90.00 150.00
Recreation Commission 2,300.00 1,968.00 2,500.00
Police Dept. 100.00 224.00 100.00
Dog Account 283.00 200.00
Cemeteries 1,000.00 632.70 500.00
Ambulance Fees 3,000.00 3,288.67 3,000.00
Sale of Town Property 1,110.00
Sale of Maps, Ord.,





FROM LOCAL TAXES OTHER
THAN PROPERTY TAXES:
Resident Taxes



















Interest Received of Deposits:
Plaistow Bank and Trust 7,599.16
Trust Funds:
Bakie Fund (to Sanborn Reg.) 429.90




Motor Vehicle Permits: 75,502.97
TOTAL FROM LOCAL SOURCES,
EXCEPT TAXES 104,160.27
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE RECEIPTS 1,438,141.29
Receipts Other than Current Revenue:
Temp. Loan in Anticipation
of Taxes during the Year 600,000.00















Kingston Planning Board (fees, no names) 60.00




Sale of Town Property:
Bonser, Robert — Used Urinal 10.00
Haywood, George — 1938 Diamond T. 1,100.00
TOTAL 1,110.00
Sale of Maps, Copies, Ordinances, etc.:






Josiah Bartlett Books 107.00
TOTAL 547.90
Board of Adjustment (Hearings) 90.00
Recreation Commission:
Swim Program 1,940.00
Playground — Atkinson, Town of 10.00
Playground — Semple, Gertrude 15.00







Ambulance Fees — Gen. Fund 3,288.67
Special Fund — Ambulance 664.03
Bi-Centennial Fund 9.66
Gifts 84.00




Certificates of Deposit Cashed: 520,000.00
Reimbursement Account:
Workman's Comp.-Manpower 120.67
Magnusson, C. L. & T. S. — Amount
from Town of Danville 2,958.22
Miscellaneous Reimbursements 1,683.32
O'Donnell, John E. & Assoc. —
Tax Maps 309.00
Damage to Daley House 51.30
Damage to Central Fire Station 183.80
TOTAL 5,306.31
TOTAL RECEIPTS OTHER
THAN CURRENT REVENUE $1,157,475.81
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES 2,595,617.10
Cash on Hand January 1, 1976
(in Checking Account) 360,048.77
GRANT TOTAL 2,955,665.87
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS - 1976
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARIES
Cheney, Lawrence B. — Super, of Check List 150.00
Clements, Renwick G. — Super, of Check List 150.00
Collins, Brian D. — Auditor 100.00
Dutton, David F. — Trustee of Trust Funds 150.00
Gates, Billy L. — Selectman 1,500.00
Hannagan, Charles F. — Selectman 1,500.00
Moriarty, Olive — Treasurer 1,050.00
Nason, Alden E., Sr. — Super, of Check List 150.00
Nason, Glory M. — Auditor 100.00
Ouellette, Bettie C. — Town Clerk 5,241.20
Ouellette, Bettie C. — Tax Collector 2,000.00
Priore, Michael R. — Selectman 1,500.00
Sanborn, Leonard F. — Trustee of Trust Funds 150.00
Wilson, Rodney M. — Trustee of Trust Funds 150.00
TOTAL 13,891.20
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES
Batchelder's Bookstore — Office Supplies 84.50
Boy Scout Troop 93 — Delivering Town Reports 75.00
Branham Publishing Co. — Town Clerk Ref. Bk. 15.85
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc. — Supplies 242.77
Cheney, Celia — Type Voter Registration Cards 206.10
Cheney, Lawrence — Supervisor Expenses 5.64
Clark, Walter — School Seminars 15.00
Copiers, Inc. — Machine Supplies 381.55
Dept. of Revenue Administration — Boat Reports 37.26
Eastern King Printers — Voter Registration Cards 48.00
Equity Publishing Corp. — Law Book Updated 20.00
Evans, Susan M. — Clerical 99.00
Exeter Flower Shop 28.50
Gates, Billy L. — Seminar 10.00
Gates, Billy L. — Tax Committee Meeting Expenses 32.96
Hannagan, Charles F. — Tax Committee
Meeting Expenses 27.85
Holland, Edith — Deeds Recording 23.02
Jackson, James R. — School Seminars 15.00
King, Sereano F. — Picture Frame for Certificate 4.68
Kingston, Pharmacy — Film 11.19
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Kingstonian — Ads 94.00
Kinney Trucking & Construction —
Moving Safe to Town Hall 30.00
Leons Exchange — Supplies 155.71
Meehan, Alice P. — School Seminars 25.00
Moore & Co. — Supplies 9.00
New England Telephone 1,126.88
New Hampshire Assoc. Assess, of Officials — Dues 20.00
New Hampshire City and Town
Clerks Association — Dues 10.00
New Hampshire Tax Collector
Association — Dues 10.00
O'Donnell, John E. Associates — Postage 22.50
O'Donnell, John E. Assoc. — Updating Tax Map 393.00
Ouellette, Bettie C. — Warrant 300.00
Ouellette, Bettie — Selectmen's Clerk 2,427.29
Ouellette, Heidi — Clerical 104.65
Ouellette, Holly — Clerical 1,268.68
Penny, James — Printing Supplies 6.00
Priore, Michael R. 15.30
Radio Shack — Tape Recorder and Tapes 88.35
T. E. Field Co. — Repairs on
Adding Machine and Typewriter 158.25
U.S. Postal Service — Stamps 1,207.10
U.S. Postal Service — Box Rent 4.00
Wheeler & Clark — Dog Tags and Books 164.59
White, Irene — Clerical 121.90
Withey Press, Inc. — Printing Supplies 2,631.10
TOTAL 11,477.17
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES
Champion, Donald E. — Counter 15.00
Conant, David G. — Counter 20.00
Day, Donald E. — Ballot Clerk 79.00
Durling, Ellen — Ballot Clerk 36.00
Evans, Susan M. — Ballot Clerk 43.00
Federhen, Mae — Ballot Clerk 79.00
Gates. Billy L. — Selectman 65.00
Greenwood, Esther — Ballot Clerk 79.00
Hannagan, Charles H. — Selectman 79.00
Harmon, George H. — Counter 5.00
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Hoyt, Gladys — Food 15.50
IGA Foodliner — Food 32.01
Jillson, Harold H. — Police and Counter 86.50
Ladies Friendship Circle — Food 66.30
Quellette, Bettie C. — Town Clerk 87.00
Papa's Place — Food 21.57
Priore, Michael R. — Selectman 79.00
Richard, James — Counter 5.00
Robie, Bernard E. — Counter 20.00
Romano, Benedetto — Counter 10.00
Russman, Adele — Counter 45.00
Russman, Richard L. — Moderator 67.00
Sanborn, Leonard E. — Asst. Moderator 73.00
Sanborn Reg. School Dist. — Dinners 20.40
Sloan, Bruce — Counter 5.00
Smith, Judith — Counter 10.00
Spinella, Jean — Ballot Clerk 43.00
White, Irene M. — Ballot Clerk 30.00
Wight, Paulette — Counter 5.00
Withey Press, Inc. — Ballots 419.00
Women's Police Aux. of Kingston — Food 58.40
TOTAL 1,698.68
TOWN HALL AND OTHER TOWN BUILDINGS
Appliance Sen/ices —
Element for Hot Water Heater 11.09
Cynca Supply Co., Inc. — Supplies 121.97
Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. 1,088.26
Fellows Oil Co., Inc. — Fuel and repairs 2,950.71
IGA Foodliner — Food 34.94
lies Express Rubbish — Rubbish Services 20.00
King, Sereano F. — Supplies 37.42
Kingston Market — Salt for Town Hall Stairs 2.38
Kingston Mower & Sports Center —
Belt for Lawn Mower 5.90
Lamont Labs, Inc. — Melting Pellets 18.00
Larrabee, Charles — Police Duty 16.5C
Letoile Roof Co., Inc. — Clear Snow
and Ice from Roof 122.85
Magnusson, C. L. & T. S. — Pump and
Septic Tank Fitting 25.00
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McLaughlin, Brian — Clean Chimneys 115.00
Meras Exeter Co. — Wallpaper and supplies 23.50
Moore & Co. — Supplies 535.40
Nason, Elden — Lamps for Town Hall 30.60
N.E. Telephone Co. 188.30
Ouellette, Bettie C. — 123 Town Hall Bookings 123.00
Pools Sharpening Service — Saw Sharpening 2.00
Roberts, Ralph — Hurricane Watch 24.00
R. W. Cheney & Son, Inc. — Supplies 69.24
Semple, Gertrude — Paint 7.90
Smith's Fire Equip. Co. — Recharges 89.00
Spinella, Thomas D. — Town Hall Janitor 1,620.00
St. Onge, James — Fire House Repairs 115.00
Star Paper Co., Inc. — Supplies 130.00
Walsh, Rodger — Daley House Chimney 25.00
W. E. Aubuchon Co. — Supplies 116.79
W. S. Clark & Sons — Repairs 15.00
TOTAL 7,684.75
HIGHWAY SAFETY
Bower, Norman M. 212.40
Clarke, Harry E., Jr. 489.30
Conant, David 9.90
Korn, George A. 256.50
Larrabee, Charles E. 49.20
Martin, Wayne E. 9.70
Miller, Glenn P. 235.70
Parker, Neil R., Sr. 266.00
Samoisette, Richard A. 1.10
TOTAL 1,529.80
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Ashmont Electronic Inc. — Siren Repair 11.50
Bob's Key Shop — Keys made 9.00
Bond, Peter A. — Police Officer 46.06
Bower, Norman M. — Police Officer 2,638.05
Bower, Norman — Mileage 25.20
Briggs, Donald, Jr. — Install Radio 25.00
Central Equipment Co. — Flares 97.25
Clarke, Harry E., Jr. — Police Officer 3,693.00
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Clarke, Marry E., Jr. — Clothing 60.00
Clarke, Harry fc., Jr. — Mileage 31.70
Clark. W. S. & Sons — Fuel 483.43
Conant, David G. — Police Officer 339.00
Conant, David G. — Clothing 50.00
Conant, David G. — Mileage 11.40
Copiers Inc. — Supplies 69.28
D. J. Casey Paper Co., Inc. — Supplies 21.14
Exeter & Hampton Electric Co. 207.39
Guy, Paul E. — Breathalyzer Test 10.00
Jillson, Harold H. — Police Officer 92.25
Korn, George A. — Police Officer 751.60
Korn, George A. — Clothing 60.00
Korn, George A. — Mileage 23.60
Larrabee, Charles E. — Police Officer 1,152.50
Larrabee, Charles E. — Clothing 45.00
Larrabee, Charles E. — Mileage 12.70
Marcotte, Earl — Police Officer 69.00
Martin, Wayne E. — Police Officer 561.75
Martin Wayne E. — Clothing 60.00
Martin, Wayne E. — Mileage 20.30
Miller, Glenn P. — Police Officer 1,129.16
Miller, Glenn P. — Clothing 60.00
Miller, Glenn P. — Mileage 14.30
N.E. Telephone 506.34
N.H. Police Chiefs Association —
Neil R. Parker 5.00
Parker, Neil R., Sr. — Clothing 120.00
P.S. Stationary Inc. — Supplies 24.51
Samoisette, Richard A. — Police Officer 730.50
Samoisette, Richard A. — Clothing 45.00
bamoisette, Richard A. — Mileage 5.10
Sheriff Dept. of Rockingham —
Accident Photos 15.00
Shute, Engel & Frasier Prof. Assoc. 280.00
Smiths Fire Equipment — Supplies 12.00
State of N.H. — Prof. Exam. Service 30.00
The Balsams — Police Chiefs Convention 30.00




Al's Arco — Gas and Repairs 259.80
Alvin Schuman — Repairs 55.01
Clark, W. S. & Son - Gas, Oil, Repairs 4,288.00
Gordon's Garage — Repairs 15.00
Kingston Tulsa Service Station —- Repairs 7.00
Long's Garage — Repairs 753.87
Long, Gary — Repairs 65.66
McFarland Ford Sales — Repairs 205.90
Stratham Tire, Inc. 79.92
TOTAL 5,730.16
POLICE OFFICER
Parker, Neil R., Sr. 9,499.88





FIRE DEPARTMENT - AMBULANCE
Ashmont Electronics — Replaced Antenna 28.00
Benoit Medical Supply Co. — Supplies 50.95
Briggs, Donald — Stamps, First Aid Book 17.50
Caillouette, Bruce — First Aid Book 2.50
Clark, W. S. & Son, Inc. — Gas, oil. Repairs 927.01
Deminie Machine Co. — Rent on Oxygen Tank 35.00
Dyna Medical Inc. — Supplies 50.68
Exeter Hospital 11.00
Hoyt's Auto Parts — 4 Hub Caps for International 12.00
Kingston Pharmacy — Supplies 31.07
Lancer Truck Corp. — Repairs 484.94
Marble Motor Co. — Repairs 85.81
Roberts, Ralph and Marcia — First Aid Books 5.00
Sarcione, Nick — First Aid Book 2.50
Smith's Fire Equip., Inc. — Oxygen 53.00
State of N.H. — Licenses 34.00
Tarbox, Chester — First Aid Book 2.50
U.S. Postal Service 26 00




Ashmont Electronics — Radio Repairs 345.40
Ben's Uniforms — Clothes 140.02
Blanchard Assoc. Inc. — Equipment 565.05
Bob's Locksmith — Keys Made 112.75
Briggs, Donald W. Jr. 9.54
Caillouette, Edmund — Gas 158.00
Cheney, R. W. & Son, Inc. — Supplies n.ii
Cheneys Variety Store — Food 4.60
Chirkels Grove & Variety — Gas 5.50
Clark, W,S. & Sons — Fuel, Gas, Repairs 2,322.47
Collins, Oral — Janitor 300.00
Conway, Assoc. — Clothing 700.71
Copiers, Inc. — Supplies 25.00
D. J. Casey Paper Co., Inc. — Supplies 6.50
Demers Plate Glass Company
— Firehouse Door Installed 390.00
El-Mar Co. — Paint 20.50
Exeter & Hampton Elect. Co. 787.45
Fellows, Frank — Expenses 69.69
Fellows Oil Co., Inc. — Oil, Repair 768.48
Fire Inst. Assoc, of N.H. — Books 90.00
G. Austin Kemp — Sealer 193.32
Gilbert Welding Inc. —
Truck Equipment 1,740.00
IGA Foodliner — Food 129.43
Interstate Emergency Unit — Dues 2.00
Jaffrey Fire Protection —
Hose, Repairs 104.20
Killam, Dwight L., Jr. —
Gas & Supplies 27.25
King, Donald — Supplies 129.74
Kingston Tulsa — Gas 124.27
Lancer Truck Corp. — Fire
Truck Repairs 490.59
Mayhew, George — Work on
S. Firehouse 25.00
Miljo Chemical — Equipment 48.50
Moore & Co. — Supplies 76.09
Nason, Alden E., Jr. 29.00
Nason, Elden 43.80
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Nelson M. Powell, Inc. — Batteries 100.80
N.E. Telephone 2,008.62
N.H. Assoc, of Fire Chiefs — Reg. —
Training School 49.15
Newton Jet. Hardware — Supplies 59.64
Sanel — Paint 9.90
Senter Auto Supply, Inc. — Supplies 12.81
Smith's Fire Equipment — Oxygen
& Air Refills 171.75
State of N.H. — Licenses 2.00
Treas. State of N.H. — Indian Tanks 106.26
Victory Tool & Die Co. Inc. —
Equipment 28.00
TOTAL 12,544.89





Castle Publications, Inc. — Ads 15.00
Haverhill Gazette — Ads 77.01
Holland, Edith E. — Copies 3.13
Kearns & Colliander — Legal Expenses 412.50
Kingstonian — Ads 39.50
Nash, Eileen M. — Expenses 60.41
O'Donnell, John E. & Assoc. —
Map Copies 112.00
Shute, Engel & Fraiser, Prof. Assn.
— Legal Expenses 10.00
T.E. Field — Repairs on Typewriter 22.50
TOTAL 752.05
INSURANCE
Bartlett Insurance Agency, Inc. 10,868.62
BONDS, NOTES, TERM NOTES & CAPITAL RESERVE
Plaistow Bank & Trust 4,166.00




Haverhill Gazette — Ads 89.25
Kingstonian — Ads 11.25
Shute, Engel & Frasier Prof. Assoc. 10.00
TOTAL 110.50
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Clark, Walter S. — Expenses 14.16
Copiers Inc. — Supplies 6.00
Kingstonian — Ads 37.00
Sarcione, Catherine — Expenses 33.45
TOTAL 90.61
VITAL STATISTICS
Bettie C. Ouellette — Town Clerk 58.25
VISITING NURSE
Exeter Area Visiting Nurse Assoc. 2,930.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Copiers Inc. — Supplies 1.00
Holland, Edith — Reg. of Deeds 3.85
Meehan, Alice — Keys Made 1.40
N.H. Association of Assessing
Officials — Dues 50.00
U.S. Postal Service 4.00
TOTAL 60.25
STREET LIGHTING
Exeter & Hampton Electric Company 5,607.68
TOWN ROAD AID
State of N.H. S96.01
TOWN DUMP
Magnusson, C.L. & T.S. — Care of
Dump 33,000.00
Treas., State of N.H. 25.00
TOTAL 33,025.00
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TOWN MAINTENANCE - SUMMER
Bearce, Chester E. — Grader
Bell & Flynn, Inc. — Sand, Seal Town Roads
George, Carl H. Jr. — Labor
lafolla, John C, Inc. — Durapatch
Nason, Roger E., Sr. — Road Agent
Senter, Richard D. — Labor
Smith, Michael D. — Labor
TOTAL
TOWN MAINTENANCE — WINTER
Bearce, Chester E. — Loader
Chamberlain, Pete & Son — Plowing
Cheney, R. W. & Son, Inc.
Fellows Oil Co. — Oil, repair, fuel
Fellows Oil Co. — Plowing
George, Carl H. Jr. — Labor
George, Gary M. — Labor
George, Mark R. — Labor
Granite State Minerals — Salt
Harmon, Richard Jr. — Labor
lafolla Industries, Inc. — Durapatch
Kingston Enterprises — Repairs
Kinney Trucking & Const. — Plowing
LaBelle, Raymond E. — Plowing
Lafayette, Harvey J. — Plowing
Magnusson, C.L. & T.S. — Sand
Merrill Snow Plow Service
Morton Salt Co. — Salt
Nason, Roger E., Jr. — Labor
Nason, Roger E., Sr. — Road Agent
R.C. Hazelton Co. Inc. — Equipment
Senter, Richard D. — Labor
Senter, Virginia — Labor





































GENERAL EXPENSES OF HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
Al's Arco — Gas, repairs 52.87
Barrett Equipment Inc. — Repairs 24.47
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Clark, W.S. & Sons, Inc. — Gas, Oil, Repairs 4,282.99
Del Chemical Corp. — Supplies 80.40
Exeter & Hampton Elect. Co. 195.77
Fellows Oil Co., Inc. — Fuel,
Plowing 262.35
Johnson Farm Supply of N.H. — Axes 65.13
Ken Smith Tractors — Parts & repairs 26.10
King Chevrolet - Olds Co. — Repairs 54.70
Kingston Enterprises — Hurricane Supplies 6.00
Kingston Steel Drum — 55 Gal. OHP 8.00
Magnusson, C.L. & T.S. — Clean Town Shed 85.00
Metra Chem. Corp. — Supplies 753.93
Moore & Co. — Supplies 65.18
Nason, Roger E. Jr. — Welding
Work on truck 20.00
New England Barracade — Signs —
Sign Equip. 145.06
New England Telephone 46.88
Portois Bros. — Repairs of Truck 100.91
R.C. Hazelton Co., Inc. — Supplies 26.39
R. W. Cheney & Sons, Inc. — Supplies 77.75
Rosencrantz, James R. — Supplies 14.00
Schuman, Alvin — Gas, Repairs 105.97
Senter Auto Supply — Supplies 9.80
Tamarack Tree Service — Skyworker 120.00
Vincent, Irene A. — Wrecker 40.00
W.E. Aubuchon Co. — Supplies 46.98
TOTAL 6,716.63
LIBRARY
Nichols Memorial Library 15,000.00
MEMORIAL DAY
Curocher's Ice Cream 37.75
Exeter Flower Shop 18.00
Gladiators Drum & Bugle 50.00
IGA Foodliner 4.30
Kingston Vets Club 75.00
Salem Coca-Cola Bottle Co. 24.50




Bradford & Bigelow Inc. 251.41
Caillouette, Edmund 18.00
Exeter Area Youth Group Home, Inc. 900.00





Plaistow Coop. Bank 296.80
Simard Furniture 10.80
Suburban Propane 50.84
Treas. State of N.H. 4,548.89





Bill Gates (Health Officer) 150.00
Maurice, Edmond (1975 Fire Dept.
Bills held over) 2U0.00
McKeen's Painting (Bi-Centennial) 1,000.00
Rila Precast Prod. (1975 Fire Dept.
bills held over) 280.00
Southern Rockingham Reg. P.D.C. 2,161.50
Trustees of Trust Funds (Ambulance) 3,000.00
TOTAL 7,791.50
RESIDENT TAX EXPENSE
Gates, Bill — Res. Tax Exp. 215.30
Hannagan, Charles — Res. Tax. Exp. 215.30
Ouellette, Bettie — Res. Tax Exp. 645.90
Priore, Michael — Res. Tax Exp. 215.30
TOTAL 1,291.80
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Treas. State of New Hampshire 901.82
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PARKS & PLAYGROUNDS
Clark, W.S. & Sons, Inc. — Gas & Repairs 88.39
Exeter & Hampton Elect. Co. 40.87
Robie, Bernard E. — Mowing grass 210.75
TOTAL 340.01
RECREATION COMMISSION
Aiken, Susan L. — Instructor 600.00
Applecrest Farm Orchards — Supplies 27.00
Aubuchon, W.E. Co. Inc. — Supplies 14.58
Becotte, Eleanor A. — Halloween party 3.98
Bertrand, Barbara — Instructor 928.56
Candy Man — Easter Egg Hunt 135.00
Cheney, R.W. & Son Inc. — Supplies 35.70
Copiers Inc. — Supplies 1.25
Daniels, Mary Jenkins — Supplies 3.82
Diamond, Pamela — Instructor 90.00
Dunkin Donuts 27.00
Esposito, Tracey E. — Instructor 300.00
Ford, Jari — Instructor 375.00
Gleichauf, Gayle — Instructor 90.00
Grenon, David — Supplies 38.60
Gulezian, Greta — Instructor 375.00
Hannagan, Charles F. — Halloween party 11.76
Hoffman, Barbara — Supplies, Instructor 772.79
Hughes, Diane — Instructor 90.00
(GA Foodliner — Food 31.58
Industrial Arts Dept. — Printing 19.00
Kingston Pharmacy — Supplies 4.30
Leon's Exchange, Inc. — Supplies 74.19
Louise's Sports Shop — Supplies 118.46
Merrill, Lynne B. — Expenses 24.72
Meyer, C. William — Instructor 300.00
Moore & Co. — Supplies 30.65
New England Telephone 5.12
Paramont Yarn & Crafts — Supplies 1.75
Pilgrim United Church of Christ — Prizes 36.00
Pool's Sharpening Service 2.00
Porter, Donald — Halloween party 40.00
Project TRY — Summer touring program 55.00
Putnam, Donald — Instructor 600.00
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Putnam, Rosemary — Instructor 450.00
Richard, Julie D. — Instructor 90.00
Roscoe the Clown — Halloween Party 125.00
Seiler, Leslie — Instructor 90.00
Semple, Gertrude — Supplies 3.70
Shute, Pamela — Instructor 2.50
Smith, Donna J. — Instructor 90.00
Tandy Leather Co. — Supplies 20.83
Timberlane Trans Co. 330.00




Cheney, R.W. & Sons — Supplies 40.00
Churchills — Supplies 86.85
Kingston Pharmacy, Inc. 20.85
Misenheimer, Carol — Supplies 29.22
Roberge Photo Dist. — Supplies 6.09
Russman, Adele — Tea Ceremony 17.48
Seiler, Mayanna — Flowers 11.00
Woodbury Press — Program 128.00
TOTAL 339.49
REIMBURSEMENT ACCOUNTS
Exeter News-Letter — Ad 13.50
Haverhill Gazette — Ad 9.63
Kingston Carnival 121.75
Kustom Signals, Inc. — Radar 949.00
Lawrence Eagle Tribune — Ad 11.38
Magnusson, C. L. & T. S. — Dump 2,958.22
O'Donnell, John E. & Assoc. — Tax Maps 367.25
Ouellette, Bettie C. — Timber Tax Bonds 1,341.07
Pineau, John — Police Radio, Service Frequency 15.00
Portland Glass 5.85
Sanborn Reg. School District —
Trustee of Trust Funds 537.94
Scott Trophies 9.24




American Concrete — Supplies 200.00
Larrabee, Charles — Substitute Dog Officer 27.75
Moore & Co. Supplies 15.06
N.H. Fence Co. — Supplies 580.00
Palmer Chemical & Equipment Co. —
Tranquilizer Gun 310.63
Samoisette, Richard — Dog Officer and Mileage 760.81
TOTAL 1,894.25
CEMETERIES
Burke, John W. — Labor 113.63
Chabot, David A. — Labor 267.76
Chase, David B. — Labor 4.50
Flanders, John W., Jr. — Labor 339.76
Flanders, Scott A. — Labor 344.26
George, Mark R. — Labor 163.13
Gooding, David W. — Labor 29.25
Horning, Daniel D. — Labor 184.51
Moore & Co. — Supplies 5.78
Swett, Wilbert M. — Labor 852.00
Wilson, Rodney M. — Equipment 12.07
TOTAL 2,316.65
DAMAGES AND LEGAL EXPENSES
Moore & Co. — Supplies 21.38
Shute, Engel & Frasier Prof. Assoc. 2,626.59
Stratton, Norman C. — Dog Damages 46.50
TOTAL 2,694.47
GROUP INSURANCE
E. B. P. Trusts 782.20
DISCOUNTS, ABATEMENTS, REFUNDS
Battles, Robert A. — 1976 taxes 20.00
Beauregard, Dorothy L. — 1976 Taxes 2.86
Bennett, W. & Swanburg,
J. & Naber, D. — 1975 Taxes 86.19
Butler, Helen E. — 1976 Taxes 11.43
Cheney, R. W. & Son — 1975 Taxes 27.58
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Cheney, Roland W. — 1975 Taxes 163.75
Crosby, Gary — Registration Refund 2.00
Cummings, Kenneth — Refund on Coats and Boots 29.00
D'Arcy, Donald F. — Registration Refund 41.00
Day, Donald E. and Elsie M. — 1976 Taxes 10.34
Durling, John F. — Registration Refund 27.00
Emerson, David M. and Ginette — 1976 Taxes 17.24
Federhen, Herbert M. Ill, Heirs — 1975 Taxes 12.07
Fortier, Frank S., Jr. — 1975 Taxes 25.61
Gremmels, Sargent Robert A. — 1975 Taxes 76.84
Grigas, Lillian — 1975 Taxes 51.23
Hill, Helen F. — Refund on Town Tax 8.00
Kalman, Chaim Aron and Gerda — 1975 Taxes 848.75
Kimball, Merle D. — 1975 Taxes 96.5S
King, Letita J. — 1976 Taxes 13.79
Lyford, Lawrence — Yield Tax Refund 105.92
Mayhew, David E. — 1976 Taxes 14.28
Mayhew, David E. and Edna D. — 1976 Taxes 25.71
Mudge, David — Registration Refund 4.00
Nason, Anna P. — 1975 Taxes 134.45
Paine, Bertram and Virginia — Tax Refund 576.55
Pappalardo, Joseph and Mary — 1975 Taxes 68.95
Pare, Charles A. and Thelma B. — 1975 Taxes 31.50
Pearo, Raymond and Mary — 1975 Taxes 3.50
Perez, Natividad — Registration Refund 10.37
Reinfuss, Francis J. and Dorothy B. — 1976 Taxes 30.00
Rooney, Fred — 1975 Taxes 25.61
Russman, Adele G. — 1976 Taxes 126.40
Russman, Richard L. — 1975 Taxes 52.20
Sargent, Richard — Refund Timber Tax 108.00
Thornton, Elwood M. and Doris A. — 1975 Taxes 13.79
Works, Melvin F. — 1975 Taxes 25.61
Young, Joseph E. — Registration Refund 9.50
TOTAL 2,937.55
EMPLOYEES' RETIREMENT & SOCIAL SECURITY
State of N.H. 1,786.30
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS
Philbrook, R.E. Co. — Kitchen equipment 641.55
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Fellows Oil Co., Inc. — Garage Heating System 1,592.00
Burbank, Douglass Co. — Kitchen Equipment 691.58
Selma Jackson — Calls 11.52
Blanchard Associates — Hose 1,785.79
Kuston Signals Inc. — Radar 949.00
TOTAL 5,671.44
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Ouellette, Bettie C. — Tax Collector 46,552.11
ROCKINGHAM/STRAFFORD MANPOWER
Balukas, Marc — Summer Youth Program 538.20
Balukas, Scott — Summer Youth Program 483.00
Balukas, Steven — Summer Youth Program 483.00
Burke, John — Summer Youth Program 404.80
Daniels, Mary Jenkins —
Arts Crafts Program 3,166.50
Evans, Susan M. — Selectmen's Office 3,600.00
Flammia, Leonard — Summer Youth Program 87.40
Gallison, George — Summer Youth Program 481.85
George, Pamela — Summer Youth Program 434.70
George, Mark — Summer Youth Program 434.70
George, Randy — Summer Youth Program 425.50
George, Ricky — Summer Youth Program 480.70
Gooding, David — Summer Youth Program 140.30
King, Sereano F. — Maintenance 6,111.00
Ramsey, Gail K. — Selectmen's Office 810.00
Turner, Jerry — Summer Youth Program 262.20
TOTAL 18,343.85
TEMPORARY LOAN
Plaistow Bank & Trust 600,000.00




Interest on Firehouses 929.16




Bower, Norman M. 2,983.71
COUNTY TAXES
Winston H. Lothrop Co. Treas. 48,668.62






REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS —
1976
During 1976 the following plots were sold and perpetual
care funds established for each:
Greenwood Cemetery - 3 lots 10' x 20' and 3 lots 10' x 10'
Pine Grove Cemetery - 3 lots 10' x 20' and 3 lots 10' x 10'
The larger lots cost $200 of which $150 is a perpetual care trust
fund. The smaller lots cost $ 125 of which $90 is a perpetual care
trust fund. Therefore in 1976 the trust funds were increased by
$1950 and $510 was realized for general upkeep purposes.
Unusual maintenance work included removal of trees
blown down or damaged in Greenwood Cemetery and
removal of a large dead tree in Pine Grove Cemetery which
threatened damage to nearby tombstones.
From long experience with laying out and selling lots, Mr.
Wilson observes that the best time to buy lots is while families
are all together and can plan lot sizes and markers as desired.
Too many times when this has not been done he has had to
make decisions which should have been made by others. Per-
sons wishing to obtain lots may consult any of the Trustees but
Mr. Wilson has all detailed information on locations readily
available. Full reports are on file and available to the public.
The income from special trust funds was disbursed as
usual as listed in the accompanying account.
Again in 1976, the maintenance in all cemeteries was per-
formed under the direction of Wilbert Swett until he discon-
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NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY — 1976
National Library Week was observed during the week of
April 4th. Local artists displayed their work. Mr. and Mrs.
James Martin presented an illustrated talk on Thailand and ex-
hibited their Sukhothai pottery and craft items which were
made by the hill tribes in Thailand.
Mrs. Stratton and I attended a ten-week pilot course per-
taining to the use of audio/visual materials in the library. Mrs.
Rich has completed a course in Programs and Services of
Children.
The Historical Society, Bicentennial Committee and Pro-
ject Learn have held their meetings in the library.
The movies which have been shown twice a month for the
pre-school children have been well attended.
The urns at the front door were filled with plants for
Memorial Day by the Garden Club. They also gave the library a
Christmas wreath.
Mr. George Harmon has given the library a microfilm
reader and microfilm of the Portsmouth Herald. We appreciate
the books which have been donated, the money gift from the
Retired Teachers Association and the help of our library aides.
The Friends of the Library purchased film strips for the
Junior Library, sponsored a summer reading program, a Book
and Bake Sale and a Christmas party for the children of the
community. The Friends of the Library also organized a Christ-
mas Open House with a display of nativity figurines painted and
stained by Kingston residents.
We are sorry to report that we have had to spend more
than $500.00 for repairs which were made necessary because
of vandalism to the library.
Janet Merrick, Librarian
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF THE
NICHOLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY
For the Year Ending December 31, 1976
RECEIPTS
Balance at close of year 12/31/75 $1,449.22
Received from Town 15,000.00
Received from Trustees of Trust Funds 175.71









Baker & Taylor 2,069.80
Jostens Card Catalog 72.05
Book of the Month 117.15
Exeter & Hampton Elec. Co. 593.02
N.E. Telephone 308.73
W. S. Clark & Sons, Inc. 1,276.18
National Geographic 34.50
J. Wesby 180.27
General Book Covers 44.85
State Treasurer 801.55
Time-Life 39.20




T. E. Field Co. 283.50




Soc. for Protection N.H. Forests 2.50
























Church of Jesus Christ
Thomas Allen Protective Systems
TOTAL


































Eunice L. Clark, Treasurer
We have examined and audited the books of the
Treasurer of the Nichols Memorial Library on Jan. 25, 1977





Since its establishment in 1971, the Recreation Commis-
sion has undergone many changes, both in membership and in
its duties. Membership changes have occurred because of
members moving from the area, conflicts with other
obligations, and other personal reasons. We feel the present
board is in accord with both the feelings of the townspeople
and the selectmen, and work well with both the board and
other organizations in the town. The primary purpose of the
Commission is to provide recreation for Kingston residents;
children, adults and seniors.
Lynne Merrill is the present chairman, replacing David
Grenon who resigned in November due to a conflict with his
occupation. Mrs. Merrill has worked diligently, building a
membership of members that share her interest in recreation.
Harry Carr, a member on the board for over one year, is the
coordinator for our Commission, working with other
organizations in the town, and is our "jack of all trades." Ger-
trude Semple was appointed in March as treasurer, bringing to
the group many years of bookkeeping experience. Natalie
Keeley was also appointed in March, filling the vacancy left by
Don White who moved from town. Mrs. Keeley is the secretary
of th Commission. Ellie Becotte is the most recent member,
joining us in October and bringing the Commission to its full 5-
man board. Two associate members were recently added to
our group, Mrs. Catherine Clements, representing the seniors,
and Terry Patterson, representing the young adults.
What have we done in 1976?
We are quite proud to report that our Easter Egg Hunt
was well attended, although Mother Nature played a cruel trick
and produced temperatures in the nineties. Our chocolate
covered eggs gave the plains an aroma of a chocolate factory.
For 1977 we plan to have a scavenger hunt on the plains for
Easter baskets.
We again held physical fitness classes for women and it
was its usual success. The Commission is, at this time, in-
vestigating various ways to providing adult physical fitness
classes at lower prices for residents this year.
The swimming program became the responsibility of the
Commission in 1976. The American Red Cross withdrew its
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sponsorship of the program and if it were to continue, we had
to conduct the Red Cross certified classes. We hired all Red
Cross certified instructors and aides, and for the first time, the
program produced a profit of $238.00 which went into the town
general fund. We found the classes well structured, less
chaotic, and we suffered no personnel problems.
The Commission again held summer recreation at the
Bakie School playground which drew a good attendance. Hir-
ing of instructors was done by the full membership of the Com-
mission. We reviewed all resumes we received, held personal
interviews with all qualified applicants, and made final decisions
which were approved by the selectmen.
Although adequate in the past, we felt this year's summer
playground offered a wider range of activities to a wide age area
of Kingston youth. We attempted to provide more activities for
younger children than had been offered in the past. We feel the
director, two assistants and two aides did a fine job. The arts
and crafts director was outstanding and well liked by all who
took advantage of her talents.
The Commission intends to continue the practice of
advertising for both swim and playground positions, and inter-
view all who submit qualifying resumes. It is our hope that the
young adults in town will get involved with these programs,
gain the necessary experience and training, so that some time
in the near future, all instructors will be Kingston residents.
Sports and Family Day was a wide success despite the
postponement due to rain. The New Anything Goes program
was so successful we plan to continue it next year.
The Halloween parties for 1976 included one at the town
hall in the afternoon for the preschoolers with a clown-
magician and refreshments. The clown act was also given at
the Bakie School and we also donated refreshments to that af-
fair. In the early evening we held a party at the town hall for
students in the middle school, followed by a dance with a local
disc jockey for the high school students. Plans for Halloween
1977 include a dance at the town hall for Middle School
students; a dance at the high school cafeteria for high
schoolers; a party in the town hall for the elementary school
students in the early evening, and the preschool party.
The Recreation Commission has been allocated a room in
the Grace Daley House for our monthly meetings. The room,
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however, is bare and we utilize whatever room is available on
our meeting night. Harry Carr has recently donated a table and
chairs for our room, and we are asking the voters for a set of
files for a record-keeping room as there are many personnel
records, brochures, letters, etc. that need a permanent loca-
tion.
We have acquired a few more pieces of inexpensive sports
equipment to be added to our inventory during 1976. Much of
this equipment can be used for Sportsman's Day and
Halloween parties as well as the playground and swim
programs. Harry Carr built a few picnic tables that were used at
the Bakie School last summer. The wood used was from the il-
Ifated ice skatinq rink.
One of the final acts of the Commission for 1976 was the
establishment of the Children's Memorial Fund. The account is
with the Kingston branch of the Plaistow Bank & Trust Co., in
the name of the Kingston Recreation Commission.
We admit to having a few problems during 1976, but we
ask residents to consider that this Commission consisted of
nearly all new members. We feel we now have consistency,
have learned from our errors, and will continue to work
diligently for recreational activities for the town. We would also
appreciate hearing suggestions from residents as to what they
would like to see the Commission include in Future planning of
activities.
Natalie Keeley - Secretary
Lynne Merrill - Chairman






The Board heard and acted on fourteen appeals for
variances in the zoning laws during the year. Following is a list
of applicants and the action taken by the Board.
April 7 - George R. Gallison, Ball Rd. - Expansion of
Facilities - Disapproved
May 5 George and Kathleen A. Leate, Rte. 125 - Boundary
Variance - Approved
May 6 - John Sine, Main St. - Addition to Summer Home -
Withdrew Petition
May 25 - Howard J. and Patricia A. Carrier, Chisholm Rd. -
Boundary Variance - Approved
June 2 - Harry Hanson, Circuit Drive - Boundary Variance -
- Approved
June 3 - John Flynn, Great Pond Park - Boundary Variance
- Approved
June 9 - William S. Bartlett, Jr., Main St. - Erection of Sign -
Approved on Revision
Aug. 11 - Timothy Hogan, Circuit Drive -Boundary Variance
- Approved
Oct. 21 - David and Pattie J. Gastricone, Mill Rd. - Boundary
Variance - Approved
Nov. 26 - Clem Streck, Depot Rd. - Boundary Variance - Ap-
proved
Nov. 26 - Wayne Kinny, R^e. 125 - Gravel Pit - Disapproved
Nov. 26 - L.P. Morrissey - Operating nonconforming
business - Withdrew Petition
Nov. 26 - Newburyport YWCA, 13 Market St., New-
buryport, Mass. - Expansion of Facilities - Disap-
proved




Chairman, Board of Adjustment
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REPORT OF KINGSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Kingston Police Department is comprised of the
following eleven men ready to serve their community: full time
elected chief, Neil R. Parker, Sr., full time appointed officer,
Norman M. Bower (Crime Commission funding) two elected
officers, Harry E. Clarke, Jr., Wayne E. Martin, and seven
specials, Harold H. Jillson, David G. Conant, George A. Korn,
Glenn P. Miller, Charles E. Larrabee, Richard A. Samoisette,
Dog Officer and Frank I. Kervin, Constable.
During 1976 the police department responded to 13, 434
police related calls, 136 auto accidents and patrolled over 90,-
000 miles of highways in the community.
Because of the increase in dog complaints we were able to
incorporate a dog officer, Richard A. Samoisette, who has
worked effectively by keeping a large majority of the dogs
restrained and licensed.
Officer Bower completed a forty hour course (funded by
the state) certifying him as a full time breathalyzer operator for
the department, and will attend the required six weeks training
for full time officers at the New Hampshire State Police
Academy at no cost to the town.
To continually upgrade the caliber of the police officer, ten
officers attended a refresher training course this summer spon-
sored by the Rockingham County Sheriff's Department.
Through the joint efforts of the Highway Safety Agency
and the police department, additional funding in the amount of
$1,681.25 was received to enable additional highway patrols to
curb speeders, drunk drivers and highway fatalities. To effect
this patrol the new radar unit was pressed into service.
Because of this additional patrol, the capacity and capabilities
of the police department were increased to allow us to check
more homes and businesses in the community.
I want to thank the Town of Kingston for its co-operation
and will continue to serve the community.










Arrests & Summons 391
Assisted other Police Depts 122
Assisted Ambulance 55
Assisted Motorist 121





















Obscene Phone Calls 28










During the Bicentennial year 1976 we had approximately
200 visitors, many from out of state. Four kindergarten classes
along with their teachers, visited the museum and found a
number of items of particular interest to them.
On August 14th we held our annual Flea Market on The
Plains, arranged for by Arthur Reynolds. This affair is our only
means of support along with small donations at the museum.
On August 15th, along with other special events arranged
for by the Kingston American Revolution Bicentennial Com-
mittee, we held Open House. Mrs. Robert Merrick
demonstrated weaving on the loom, Mrs. Wilbert Swett show-
ed many patchwork quilts of her design and Janice Wheeler
demonstrated the art of macrame with several completed
designs. Punch and cookies were served throughout the after-
noon by the Museum Committee.
We would welcome new exhibits, however our space is
limited, in fact it is almost at a standstill and for this reason we
hope the Townspeople will join with us in seeing that the Daley
Barn is repaired. All we ask is to have the roof made tight, the
necessary floor beams replaced, and the floor and back wall
repaired and we will do the rest. Heat and lights are not needed.
This will be a perfect setting for our wagons and farm im-
plements.
The barn is one of very few of its age still standing in
Kingston with its hand hewn beams held together with wooden
pegs. Everyone who has studied it from the inside agrees that it
would be a shame not to save it. The Daley House with at-
tached barn was the first church built parsonage in Town and
was built in 1834.
The museum will open again in the spring as early as
weather permits. Watch for the opening date and visit with us.




Cash in Checking Account 1/26/76 $1,255.05
Museum Donations $ 50.56
Flea Market 200.80
Interest on Checking Account - 1975 10.52
Interest on Checking Account - 1976 64.80 326.68
TOTAL CASH AVAILABLE 1,581.73
Fire Insurance $200.00
Advertising 9.00 (209.00)
Cash in Checking Account as of 12/31/76 1,372.73
REPORT OF HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
The Historic District Commission (HDC) has held regular
monthly meetings this past year on the first Monday of each
month at the Grace Daley House at 7:30 p.m.
The Committee received and acted on seventeen re-
quests for certificates of approval for projects in the Historic
Districts.
The HDC has presented an article to the voters of
Kingston for inclusion in the annual warrant. Passage of this
article should insure that the residents of Kingston will have
guidelines published in the town ordinances for reference
rather than the inference to state statutes which is the only in-






On July 4, 1976 we began the third century of our
democratic form of government.
This year we have heard much about "Horizon 76" - com-
munity development, worthy use of leisure time, our environ-
ment and other pointers pertaining to human values and un-
derstanding to assure a better future for all mankind. In keep-
ing with the Horizon theme, our committee named the
Restoration of the Church on the Plains as its bicentennial pro-
ject. In conjunction with the acceptance of this project,
Kingston was named an official Bicentennial Community. In an
April ceremony in the Church of the Plains our town received
the Bicentennial Flag, along with an American Flag presented
to the town by U.S. Congressman Norman D'Amours.
In May, our committee sponsored the signing of our
Nation's Re-dedication Scrolls. Hundreds of town residents
signed the Scrolls that accompanied the N.H. Wagon Train on
its pilgrimage to Valley Forge.
We have also been made very much aware of our heritage
- someone has said "Heritage 76" means to recall our heritage
and place it in its proper historical perspective so that all
groups within our society can reexamine our origins and values
and the real meaning of America, to take pride in our develop-
ment. The Kingston Bicentennial Committee has stressed the
Heritage theme throughout the year - in the support of the
Eastman's Bartlett booklets and the July 4th Nation Wide Bell
Ringing for Freedom. We are sponsoring the Town of Kingston
Quilt, under the leadership of Ms. Lisa Kraus and have offered
to the public a Map of Historical Sites of Kingston, with the
assistance of Richard Kerry. The committee will soon present
to the town an Honor Roll of Kingston Revolutionary Soldiers
and a series of color slides depicting "Kingston 1976". To up-
date the Town History, we will record more memories of our
town's older citizens.
The third point stressed in the celebration of our Bicenten-
nial has been "Festival - to expand the communities part in arts
and creative programs, travel, etc. In July we sponsored a
Prize-Winning Float entry, "The Church on the Plains"
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(Creator R. Kerry), in the Town's Bicentennial Parade. Finally,
at Christmas we decorated the Bandstand and invited the com-
munity to join in our caroling ceremony.
Much has been done this birthday year everywhere stress-
ing the need to keep our country strong and great. We of the
local committee have tried to accomplish a few activities to
help preserve our heritage here in Kingston as we are fortunate
to have a very special heritage. We should like to extend our
deep appreciation to the Friends of the Bicentennial Com-
mittee and its three leaders, Irene Burtt, Sue Sloan and Judith
Campbell for continued financial support. We give special
thanks to the Library staff, trustees and Friends, Sanborn
Regional Teaching Staff and students, Mrs. Bettie Ouellette,
the Kingston Extension group, Mrs. Eunice Clark and to all
residents who, through cooperation, support and enthusiasm
have helped our town to be a part of the 200th Birthday
celebration fo the U.S.A.
"Our Bicentennial is more than just a birthday party. It's a
good time to remember that there is no force stronger than
freedom. As long as liberty's light shines within America's







Annual Report — 1976
This report covers the work of the Planning Board as it
was constituted prior to Town Meeting and the Board as it
reorganized after Town Meeting.
The Board met regularly on the first Thursday of each
month until a change was made to the first Tuesday during
summer months. 23 meetings were held in 1976.
In January and February the Board held hearings on ex-
tension of the Historic District, improvement of septic system
installation, and prohibition of joining two mobile homes to be
considered a duplex. All the amendments were passed on the
March ballot.
Elections were held in March as required by law. The
Board membership was reorganized as follows:
James Jackson 1979, Chairman





Michael Priore 1977, Selectman
ex-officio
The terms of J. Kenneth Fowler and James Richard expired in
March. Jean DuBois and David Hemeon were elected to new
terms to replace them.
During the summer months the Board worked closely
with the Conservation Commission and Regional Planning
Commission to study problems of water quality in our lakes
and ponds, septic system failure, and seasonal conversion of
residences. A public meeting was held in August to discuss
these problems with Kingston residents.
Jean DuBois resigned as a member in September and was
replaced by John Impey.
In November, a joint meeting with the Conservation Com-
mission resulted in the development of new procedures for on-
site surveys concerning subdivisions under consideration. The
Boards will continue to meet jointly several times each year.
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A growing concern over the matter of whether our town
or a subdivider would have to incur the cost of bringing sub-
standard roads (Class VI) leading to his subdivision up to town
standards prompted the Board to propose an amendment to
our existing regulations on building lots in the Land Use Or-
dinance. This amendment will be considered by the voters in
March. A study of the classification of every road in town and
subsequent revision of our Town Road Conditions Map has
been undertaken by a committee comprised of one Planning
Board member, one Selectman, and one private citizen.
During the year 11 subdivisions were approved and 1
denied.
James R. Jackson, Chairman
Eileen M. Nash, Secretary
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
KINGSTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
During 1976 your Fire Department has responded to 77
calls.
6 chimney 1 drowning
6 car 1 oil tank
3 false alarms 4 wash down
14 grass 8 mutual aid
13 structural 1 stove
12 forest 1 oil burner
2 garage 1 County Home
2 dump 1 cave-in
1 tractor
Mutual Aid assistance has been called to Kingston 8 times
this year. Several of these fires were the result of wood stoves
being used improperly. In an effort to avert this type of call,
Chief Fellows has offered to inspect wood stove installations
and chimneys. Residents should contact him at 382-5223 if they
wish to avail themselves of this service.
During the summer the '68 Chev was tested and passed
the requirements for Underwriters Certification. A new pump
will be installed on the tank truck shortly. The remainder of the
equipment is in good shape.
Members of the Fire Department participated in a
simulated fire at Sanborn Regional Sr. High School and a water
drill at Bakie School. Chief Fellows has called fire drills at both
Bakie and the High Schools and has worked with all principals
to make the drills as expedient as possible.
Members of the Fire Department have taken part in 2
training drills each month. Some of these drills have been held
at the newly developed Training Grounds at the Brentwood
County Home. Chief Fellows is a member of the committee of
the Mutual Aid Agency which has been responsible for making
this site functional. Facilities available include area for oil pit
fires, smoke house for Scott Air Pack use, ladder and pump
practice. The availability of these facilities will be a great
savings in time and transportation. More extensive drills are
planned for this summer including propane gas.
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The Fire Department has provided fire coverage during
the yearly carnival and has manned both stations during the
power failures. The firemen take turns on Sundays and
holidays covering the stations. The 7 red phones are located in
strategic areas to cover the town. Through co-operative effort,
the 3 radio remote bases are covered to give the town protec-
tion for fires and ambulance service.
Chief Fellows has inspected the Kingston Day Care
Center and the various kindergartens as required by the State
of New Hampshire. He has worked with the State Fire Marshal
on investigations of suspicious fires. During the summer the
Rockrimmon Fire Tower frequently reports smokes and fires
which are checked out. As requested by the Selectmen, Chief
Fellows has inspected new construction to make sure that the
requirements have been met for occupancy. He has also issued
permits for all newly installed heating systems, which is re-
quired by the state.
642-5512 is the number to call for reporting fires and re-
questing ambulance service. I ask for your cooperation in call-
ing this number only for these purposes. Please do not call the
Fire Department for no school information.
At this time I would like to extend thanks and appreciation
to all those residents who have assisted the Fire Department in
any way during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,




During the past year the fire department ambulances
made a total of 197 calls: 1 18 in town and 79 out of town. There
are presently 18 licensed volunteers.
The ambulances have made and turned back into the
general fund of the town $3,288.67. In the ambulance fund
there is presently $1,826.11. _. .r n i_ .. _
Respectfully submitted,




REPORT OF THE KINGSTON DOG OFFICER
Although it was only a partial year of dog control for 1976,
it is felt that much has been accomplished. Kingston has a
kennel to be proud of and has acquired some very fine dog con-
trol equipment. More monies by far, were collected from dog
control this year than ever in Kingston's history.
The dog officer sincerely thanks all those who have helped
so very much by complying with the State and local laws regar-
ding dogs, and reminds those who have not complied that he
will do all in his power to enforce these laws for 1977. It is a fact
that all of the dogs killed by autos were left to run by their
owners or insufficiently restrained.




Statistics for 1976 - April 1 to December 31
Dogs registered to date 530
Dog calls 141
Persons charged with violations or 47
impoundments
Dogs destroyed 6
Dogs killed by autos 8





This report covers the work of the Conservation Commis-
sion as it was constituted prior to Town Meeting in March and
the Commission as reorganized after the Town Meeting.
In February Estelle Decatur (1977) and E. Forrest
Decatur, Jr., Sec. (1978) resigned leaving two vacancies. The
terms of Chairman Carl Hornig and Vice-Chairman Donald
Sanborn expired making a total of four vacancies.
Four new members were appointed and the Commission
reorganized as follows:
Bernard Seller, Secretary, 1977
Theodore Clark 1977
(replacing Estelle Decatur who resigned.)
Alice P. Meehan, Chairman 1978
David Mayhew, Vice-Chairman 1978
Warren Whitcomb 1978
(replacing E. Forrest Decatur, Jr., who resigned.)




Carl Hornig and Richard Dever.
Land Acquisition





N.E.S.W.C. (Northeast Solid Waste Commission)
(Proposed waste disposal facility in Haverhill,
Mass.) For possible participation in, en-
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vironmental impact, conservation, cost, etc.
Richard Dever and Wiley Baldwin.
Following Warren Whitcomb's resignation on April 24,
1976 and Theodore Clark's resignation early in September,
1976, the Selectmen, on Nov. 4, 1976, appointed Wiley Baldwin
— term to expire 1978
(replacing Warren Whitcomb) and
Robert Cornish — term to expire in 1977
(replacing Theodore Clark)
as new members to the Commission.
The Commission at the time of this report, December,
1976, consists of the following members:
Bernard Seller, Secretary 1977
Robert Cornish 1977
Alice P. Meehan, Chairman 1978
David Mayhew, Vice-Chairman 1978
Wiley Baldwin 1978
Richard Dever 1979
Carl Hornig, Treasurer 1979
The Commission held regular meetings at the Grace
Daley House on the first and third Wednesdays of the month.
Twenty three regular meetings and four special meetings were
held.
The Commission acquired town-owned property by vote
of the people at Town Meeting in March.
New gravel pit ordinance was passed in Town Meeting
which requires Conservation Commission on-site inspection.
The Commission has kept abreast of the developments of
the Northeast Solid Waste Commission.
Dredge and Fill Applications
Processed 14.
On-Site consultations with Selectmen. (Building permits)
Processed 4.
Consult with Selectmen
Chemical treatment of Country Pond.
Useage of Town Dump by Town of Seabrook,
N.H.
Road relocation off Rte. 125 (Cedar Swamp
Pond Road by Weatherby Realty.)
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On-Site consultations with Planning Board re: sub-
divisions
Processed 5
New Gravel pits — On site inspections
Processed 1
By-laws were passed May 5, 1976.
The commission plans to survey the land acquired on
Dorre Road and to evaluate the possible useage by the public.
Also to survey and evaluate at least one or more of these ac-
quired lots each year.
The commission met with the planning Board and discuss-
ed mutual interests in conservation, zoning, planning, etc.
Acreage for well fields should be acquired by the Town of
Kingston to be held in reserve for future use. With the rapid
development of the Town, the Commission feels that this is a













(paid Feb. 18, 1976) $50.00
Register of Deeds
(7/21/76) 3.85
P.O. Box #223 Rental 7/1/76
(Due 7/1) 4.00









Alice P. Meehan, Chairman
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1976 REPORT OF KINGSTON REPRESENTATIVES
TO THE SOUTHERN ROCKINGHAM
REGIONAL PLANNING DISTRICT COMMISSION
S.R.R.P.D.C. was engaged in activities in 1976 which were
of benefit directly to the Town of Kingston as well as activities
of benefit to the Southern Rockingham Regional generally.
Some of the activities directly related to Kingston include:
1. Completed 80% of the town's soil survey.
2. Assisted in the reorganization of the building code and
zoning ordinance.
3. Advanced proposed revisions of the Historic District Or-
dinance.
4. Assisted in reviewing a proposed sewage system or-
dinance.
5. Assisted in compiling industrial development information
for Selectmen.
6. Conducted one on-site soil investigation for the Planning
Board.
Of interest to the Southern Rockingham Planning Region;
1. Regional Planning including:
A) Water quality planning, including reports on:
1. The conversion of seasonal to year round
homes in the Southern Rockingham Planning
Region.
2. Water pollution and its significance.
3. Facilities Need Plan.
4. Water Quality Management in Southern
Rockingham.
5. Septage Management in the Southern
Rockingham Region.6.Interim Water Quality
6. Interim Water Quality Summary: Southern
Rockingham Region.
7. Fact sheets on soils, septic systems, wetlands
and lake pollution and protecting clean water.
B) Solid waste disposal planning.
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C) Transportation planning, including reports on:
1. Draft Report on Traffic Accidents in Salem
and Plaistow.
2. Final Application for Salem Bikeway
Demonstration Project.
3. Draft Report on the Transit Development
Program (Salem, Plaistow, Atkinson,
Hampstead, Windham).
2. Coordination of activities between towns, between town
and state or between town and federal agencies. In this
capacity S.R.R.P.D.C. assisted the Sanborn Regional
School District in the preparation of grant applications
which resulted in the availability of funds to build the new
middle school.
Activities planned for 1977 include Completion of the
Kingston Soils Map and many other planning activities of
benefit to both the town of Kingston and the Southern
Rockingham Region. Reports mentioned above or other infor-
mation desired can be obtained by contacting one of your
representatives or the Southern Rockingham Regional Plan-
ning District Commission 19 Main Street; Salem, New
Hampshire 03079; Tel: 893-5766.
We wish to extend thanks and best wishes to Jean Dubois
who was a very active representative until forced by ill health to
resign in September 1976.
Arthur Pool was appointed January 1977.




VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION, INC.
The Exeter Area Visiting Nurse Association, Inc. is a
Community Health Service providing health care to individuals
and families in their place of residence or in ambulatory care
settings for purposes of preventing disease and promoting,
maintaining or restoring health or minimizing the effects of il-
lness or disability.
The services provided by the Exeter Area Visiting Nurse
Association are as follows:
Home Health Care - Home visits are made on referral
from physicians, patients, families or other agencies. The nurse
gives treatments, assists with rehabilitation, instructs
designated persons in necessary care between nursing visits,
teaches good nutrition and understanding of specific diets,
sickness and accident prevention. She provides health
assessments, motivates patients and families to self care and
independence and refers when appropriate to other agencies.
The physical therapist establishes and supervises a
program to return the patient to his maximum potential.
The Home Health Aide provides non-skilled care to
patients and families under the supervision of the registered
nurse or physical therapist.
Maternal and Child Health Program. Home visits to new
or expectant mothers are made to provide information and in-
struction in the care of themselves and their babies. The Child
Health Conference is held twice a month providing the follow-
ing services: physicals by local pediatrician, immunizations,
hearing and vision screening, lead and urine testing, PKU's,
special counseling, family planning and referral when ap-
propriate for infants and pre-school children of low income
families.
Senior Citizens Program - Blood pressure screening held
twice a month for blood pressure and weight checks, diet and
medication counseling and referrals.
Aftercare Program - Follow-up of mental health patients
primarily those recently discharged from N.H. State Hospital.
Coordination of care between patients, family, psychiatrist and
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community, administration of injectable meds and supervision
of oral meds.
Communicable Disease Program - Home visits to patients
with Tuberculosis or patients who have had Tuberculosis or
who are contacts of patients with Tuberculosis for testing
and/or medication and general health supervision.
Discharge Planning - Service provided by placing an agen-
cy nurse in the Exeter Hospital five mornings a week to assist in
planning, coordinating and arranging for continuing care at
home.
The Exeter Area Visiting Nurse Association is a Medicare
and Medicaid certified agency.
Information may be obtained by calling the Exeter Area
Visiting Nurse office Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m., telephone 772-2981 or write to 17 Prospect Avenue, Ex-
eter, NH 03833.
Representatives to the Board of Directors from Kingston
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